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Lima Reservoir Environmental
Permitting – that was then, this is now
Mary Sharrett, P.E., LEED AP, BBC&M Engineering, Inc.
Mike Caprella, Deputy Director of Utilities, City of Lima, Ohio
The City of Lima last began construction of an upground reservoir, Bresler Reservoir, in 1968. That was
before the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (aka Clean Water Act) of 1972, the Endangered Species
Act of 1973, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, and at the start of the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966. The City had much more to investigate and address when it came
to building the new 5.1-billion gallon Williams Reservoir next to the existing Bresler Reservoir in 2010.
Between Indiana bats and high-quality wetlands it was an education on how environmental regulations
have changed. This article describes the process the City of Lima went through and steps you can take
to help your next project through the environmental permitting process.

Plan Ahead
The City of Lima planned ahead with land purchase
beginning as early as 1964, when they knew that another
reservoir would eventually be constructed next to the Bresler
Reservoir. Geologic conditions to the west were known to
be favorable for an upground reservoir, and by 2008 the
City owned 282 of the 640 acres needed for the reservoir
footprint.
Groundbreaking Ceremony (from right: Mayor David Berger; Mike Caprella,
Lima Deputy Director of Utilities; Tim Van Echo, BBCM)

Preliminary planning for design of the new reservoir
began in 2001, well before a new reservoir was needed.
Initial, general studies were performed to determine the overall geotechnical suitability of site, identify
potential construction issues, and identify potential environmental issues. A preliminary geotechnical
subsurface investigation, a “paper review” of potential environmental concerns ranging from asbestos to
wetlands, and a conceptual layout with capacity options was performed by BBC&M Engineering, Inc.
(BBCM).
As every owner knows, it is important to determine fatal flaws as early in a project as possible, as the
cost to fix problems just increases the further down the timeline you go. Environmental concerns noted
in 2001 included: wetland and streams, water wells, oil/gas wells, and asbestos in existing structures.
For planning, it was estimated that the entire project will take approximately 18 months for preparation
of plans, specifications and permitting; 24 months for construction; and six months for to fill the
reservoir with water.

continued on page 7
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Straight From The Chair

It is my sincere
hope that I have
kept the Legacy
of the AWWA in
great standing
along with my
Bob Davis,
predecessors. I
Ohio Section Chair
cannot believe
how the time has
flown by, however, you know what they say, time flies by when
you’re having fun and this year is no exception.
When I accepted the Chairs position in September of 2010, I
had a number of goals and objectives in mind to help the section
grow and thrive. I wanted to focus on the budget and with
the help of my fellow board members and our treasurer Bob
Gardner; we were able to make some tough financial decisions
and continue to be good stewards over the section finances,
while focusing on our overall mission of education and research.
I also wanted to provide more training and with the help of
Kurt Smith, we were able to accomplish a successful specialized
training event focusing on IT and Security.
Furthermore, I wanted the Diversity, Young Professionals, and
Membership committees to work more closely together, and with
the help of Susan Wilson, Robin Liss and Danella Pettenski, we
were able to utilize some of the innovative ideas taken from the
RMSO to help recruit and retain more members in the years to
ahead.
Additionally, I have formed an Adhoc committee headed by
Marlay Price which will report to the board in July to provide
us with information regarding the possibility of a joint AWWAWEF Conference in the future. The Board and I are expecting
a proposal in July from the National AWWA regarding our
newsletter. I am excited about the possibility of a new format.
As the summer heats up the AWWA is also heating up with only
2 months before the Annual Conference, there is still work yet to
be done.

Consequently, as a past West Virginia football player there is
one thing that comes to mind, preparation, preparation and
more preparation. No matter if we won or lost, we were always
prepared for the Big Game.
This type of work ethic reminds me of the AWWA, the AWWA
exemplifies preparation, dedication, commitment and as
the Board, Committees, local arrangements, Manufacturers,
Consultants, Professional Services, Past Chairs, EPA Officials,
Water Professionals, Volunteers and others come together in
preparation for what I call the (Big Game), the AWWA Annual
Conference.
The 73rd Annual Conference will be held on Sept 20-23 in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Take advantage of the educational opportunities in the technical
sessions and make sure you visit the 80 exhibitors showcasing
their many products and services. Don’t miss out on Top Ops,
meter madness, tapping and the water taste test competitions.
Most importantly, succession planning is the common
denominator to the success of the AWWA. The nominating
committee has brought forth a very elite group of individuals to
lead the section in the years to come and with Karen Hawkins as
Incoming Chair the future looks very bright for the Ohio Section.
As my tenure as Chair of the Ohio Section comes to a close,
I would like to thank you for making my year a memorable
one. In addition, I
would like to thank
my Superiors at the
City of Warren for
allowing me the
time to fulfill my
obligation
1 Lima Upground Reservoir Permitting
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Lorrie Brown Nominated Vice Chair
Lorrie Brown has 21 years of experience in the water and wastewater industry
with a BS in Biological Sciences from Wright State University. She is the City of
Dayton Water Supply and Treatment (WS&T) Research and Control Specialist.
Lorrie researches and investigates treatment technology and regulatory changes.
She works to allocate City resources for reliable, cost effective water treatment and
ensures treatment optimization and compliance. Lorrie participates on many city
committees. She is currently the project manager for the City of Dayton Strategic
Water Initiative which highlights the many advantages of Dayton’s water system
and will re-introduce the City of Dayton to its current and future customers. Lorrie
promotes the City of Dayton WS&T Division through a biannual newsletter. She
received the City of Dayton Division of Water Supply and Treatment 2010 Top Drop
Safety Award. She worked to help the WS&T Division in achieving the 2005 City
of Dayton Safety Leadership recognition. In 2003, the City of Dayton recognized
Lorrie for exemplifying Safety Leadership.
Lorrie became an active AWWA member after participating and helping her City of Dayton AWWA members with their
committees and the Southwest Expo. She is currently the Chair of the OAWWA Scholarship Committee, past OAWWA
At-Large Trustee, 2007 and 2008 Southwest District EXPO tour coordinator, past District Chair of the Southwest District,
and past Chair of the OAWWA Safety Committee. Lorrie holds a Class III Water Operator license and a Class I Wastewater
Operator license.
Lorrie and Paul have been married 23 years and have two children, Melissa and Daniel. Lorrie is active as her church’s 6th –
12th grade youth group leader. She enjoys spending time with her family, gardening and sports.

Rick Griffing Nominated Secretary
Rick Griffing has been employed with the City of Warren Utility Services
Department for 37 years. He has worked his way up through the ranks during
his career, and has been a Meter Reader, Meter Reader Foreman, Customer Service
Representative, Office Manager, Plant Maintenance Supervisor and presently
Project Manager. Rick’s current duties include preparing and monitoring of the
annual departmental budget, authoring RFQ’s, RFP’s and various bid packets
for the multiple divisions needs within the department, maintaining the SCADA
computer system at the filtration plant, along with assisting with the utility billing
and collection computer system. Rick managed the large meter and small meter
replacement projects, which included the right sizing and typing of all of the
large meter applications to recover lost revenue, gain new and better data and was
instrumental in revamping the billing and collection procedures and schedules to
improve the efficiency and customer service aspects of the department.
Rick holds a Class II Water Distribution license and has been a member of the
A.W.W.A. for the past 22 years and has served as State Membership Chairman and
Assistant Secretary recently along with having the unofficial title of paparazzi for
many of the state conventions and golf outings over the years.
Rick was born, raised and resides in Warren with Martha, his wife. Between them; they have 4 children, 10 grandchildren
and 1 dog. Rick and Martha enjoy RVing, jeeping, fishing and spending time with family and friends.
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Larry Huber Nominated Northwest Trustee
Larry Huber is Manager of the City of Lima’s Utility Field
Services. Larry started in Water Distribution in 1984 and
moved up to the ranks of Asst. supervisor. In 2005 the
City of Lima combined the Water Distribution and Sewer
Maintenance divisions of which he became Manager. Larry
has been an instructor for OTCO since 1989.
Larry is the past chair of the NW District of Ohio AWWA
and has been a member of the Distribution committee since
its conception. He also has been a member of Lima’s tapping
team as the copper man in the late 80’s and coach the last
few years.
Larry lives on a farm outside of Bluffton which he farms with
his twin Terry. He is married to Judy and since he married
later in life he instantly became a grandfather; he has three
daughters and five grandkids. Larry keeps busy on the farm,
traveling, being involved in his church, and spending time
with the grandkids.

Shawn Wagner Nominated Southeast Trustee
Shawn has 12 years experience in the water and wastewater
industry. He currently holds the position of Water Treatment
Plant Superintendent for the City of Newark. He began his
career in 1999 with the Village of North Baltimore as an
operator. He started with the City of Newark in 2005 as an
operator and was promoted in 2007 to the Water Treatment
Plant Assistant Superintendent. He currently holds duel
Ohio Class III licenses, Water and Wastewater. He currently
is working on obtaining the Class IV Operator Water Supply
License.
Shawn is currently the Past Chair of the Ohio Section
Southeast District. He was an instructor for OTCO’s
basic water class. He is certified in backflow prevention.
He attended Owens Technical College to major in
Environmental Management. He has been a long standing
member with AWWA and was also involved with AWWA on
a National level, volunteering with the Distributions System Water Quality Committee in 2007.
Shawn and Rachel are happily married and are blessed with five healthy children, Isaac, Cassie, Benjamin (Ben), Ashley and
Nickolas. Just over a year ago they had an addition to their family, one very energetic and observant grandson, Kaison (aka
pawpaw’s pook-a-bear). Shawn loves to spend time with the family, but for those quiet moments he enjoys spending time
with Rachel golfing, riding bike, walking or just relaxing.
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Robin Liss Nominated At-Large Trustee
Robin Liss has 13 years of experience in the water and
wastewater industry. She has been with MWH since 2001,
where she is currently a Supervising Project Manager. Based
out of the Columbus office, Robin’s projects are mainly
in Columbus and Northwest, Ohio, although she does
occasionally make her way back to her roots in Northeast,
Ohio.
Robin is a graduate of Syracuse University with a Bachelor
of Science degree in Environmental Engineering. Robin
has been a member of AWWA for 11 years. In 2004, Robin
began her journey with AWWA by serving on the young
professionals committee and in the fall of 2004, she became
the chair of the committee. She served as chair from 2004
through 2006 and again in 2009 through present. Robin also
served in the chair positions for the Northeast District from
2006 – 2010, for which she has received the Tatlock Award
for her service in the Northeast District. In addition, Robin
has also worked very closely with the Awards, Membership, Diversity, and Local Arrangements Committees. Robin has also
moderated technical sessions held during the state conferences, presented technical papers at an OTCO workshop, a district
OAWWA meeting and ACE. She has also written an article for the AWWA Journal.
In her free time, Robin enjoys spending time with her friends and family. She is an avid Syracuse Orange, Ohio State
Buckeyes and Cleveland Browns fan and loves to work out and run various 5Ks.

the color of water
Ohio Section
Annual Conference

Cincinnati
September 20-23
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continued from page 1 - Lima

Section 401 Water Quality Certification would be
needed from Ohio EPA.
Additionally, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) recommended a mist net survey for the
Indiana bat and the Ohio Historic Preservation
Office (OHPO) recommended completion of a
Phase I Cultural Resources study.

Overview of Project Area, including Reservoir, Pipeline, and Pump Station

Evaluate Your Site and Permit
Requirements Early
The Clean Water Act establishes water quality
standards and water quality requirements based
on these standards. Sections 401 and 404 of the
Clean Water Act focus on the discharge of fill into
surface waters, which includes wetlands. Section
404 is administered by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE). Since the project is in Ohio,
the Section 401 permitting was through the Ohio
Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA).
NEPA requires all federal agencies to consider the
environmental impacts of proposed actions. NEPA
is tied to a project if there are any federal funds or
permit approvals required.
Before knowing how Section 401/404 and NEPA
would be tied to the reservoir, an initial survey
of natural resources was needed. The following
surveys and research were performed to determine
the potential for wetlands, streams, endangered
species, and cultural resources for the reservoir
and associated three mile pipeline and pump
station.
• Preliminary Wetland and Stream Delineation
• Cultural Resources Literature Review
• Endangered Species Literature Review
Once these initial reviews were performed, it
was clear that Section 404/401 permits would
be needed since wetlands and streams would
be impacted. Based on the presence of wetlands
and streams and the size of the reservoir, it was
determined that the project would not fall under
a Nationwide Permit (generally associated with
minor impacts), but an Individual Section 404
Permit would be needed from the USACE and a

Coordinate with Regulatory
Agencies and Complete
Detailed Surveys
After defining the permitting process that would
be followed the City had decisions to make. They
could wait on further direction from the USACE
on how to address issues such as endangered
species, or they could take some risk and conduct
studies on their own. Although there is some risk
in doing a scope of work that may not be required
by the USACE, there is also a risk on timing. For
instance, Indiana bat mist net surveys in Ohio can
only be performed between May 15th and August
15th – if you miss that timeframe you have to wait
until the following year. The City chose to move
forward with more detailed studies. These studies
included:
•  Indiana Bat Mist Net Survey
•  Phase I Cultural Resources Survey
•  Jurisdictional Determination for Wetlands
and Streams

Take a Step Back and Evaluate
Simply put, when you investigate environmental
and natural resource conditions, you may find
more than want you wanted to find. Here are
some of the results and questions that were raised
following the detailed investigations.
What do you mean we can’t use 27 acres of
land in the reservoir footprint?
Although most of the 640 acres of the site was
open, agricultural land, the areas which were
not farmed contained large wetland areas. An
agricultural ditch, considered a stream by the
agencies, also traversed the center of the site.
More detailed investigations of these resources
completed by BBCM resulted in a confirmation by
the USACE and Ohio EPA of the presence of:
continued on page 8
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continued from page 7 - Lima

• 28 acres Category 3 wetlands
(highest-quality wetland designation in Ohio)
• 23 acres Category 1 and 2 wetlands
• 2,400 linear feet of stream
Why is the Indiana bat a big deal when we live
in Ohio?

and Ohio EPA are looking for ways in which you
avoid or minimize impacts to identified resources.
For the Williams Reservoir, this came with some
innovative ideas. Design changes were made
to avoid the 27 acres of Category 3 wetlands,
resulting in the removal of the northwest corner
of the reservoir. The southwest corner was also
notched to avoid existing wetlands and to allow
for on-site mitigation of the wetlands that would
be impacted by the project. Now you know why
the reservoir has its unique shape! To gain back
the water volume lost by these two measures,
the reservoir would extend past Grubb Road
to the east and would share an embankment
with the existing Bresler Reservoir. In addition,
the embankments for the Williams Reservoir
would extend eight feet higher than those for
the existing Bresler Reservoir. The maximum
design height of the embankment for the Williams
Reservoir was 53 feet.

Existing Category 3 Wetlands Avoided

USFWS had concerns on the wooded areas of
the site and the potential for the presence of the
Indiana bat. A mist net survey was performed
and no Indiana bats were captured. Based on
the results, USFWS gave the clearance letter for
the project. However, the USFWS still included
a recommendation (that became a condition in
the permit) that trees only be cut down between
September 15th and April 15th.
So we investigated and they want more?
Plowing the fields and searching for artifacts and
digging test pits in wooded areas were performed
as part of the cultural resources investigation.
No significant archaeological or cultural resource
findings were uncovered during the investigation.
However, OHPO also wanted the indirect effects
of the view of the project from adjacent rural
properties evaluated.

Work With What You Have,
Think Out of the Box
It is hard to find any large site in Ohio to develop
that doesn’t have some type of environmental or
natural resource concern. It is up to the designer,
owner, regulators, and other stakeholders to
come up with a workable solution. The USACE
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Overview of Reservoir Footprint with existing
wetlands illustrated

Permitting – Get Your I’s Dotted and T’s
Crossed
The Section 401/404 process is really a
negotiation between the agencies, the design team,
the owner, with input from other stakeholders.
As part of the Section 401/404 permit application
social and economic benefits, impact evaluation
on human health and the environment, the
technical feasibility of the project, and mitigation
techniques must also be addressed in detail.
Even streamlined, the process may take more
than a year before final approvals are obtained
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from all the agencies. The process takes planning,
management, organizational, and negotiating
skills. The following permits or agency approvals
were obtained by BBCM as part of the project in
2006 and 2007:
• USACE Jurisdictional Determination
• USACE Section 404 permit
• Ohio EPA Section 401 Water
Quality Certification
• USFWS Concurrence
• OHPO Concurrence
• Ohio Department of Natural Resources
(ODNR)Concurrence

Mitigation Is Required and Mitigation Can Be Costly
If you have impacts, you are going to
have to mitigate for those impacts. For
Lima, permanent impacts consisted
of 11.98 acres of Category 1 and
2 wetland and 1,139 linear feet of
stream. To mitigate for these impacts,
the City was approved to complete the
following:
Newly created wetlands
with tree saplings planted

• Create13 acres of forested wetlands near the
southwest corner of the reservoir. Over 2,500
trees and 1,000 shrubs were planted in the
constructedwetland.
• Preserve 39 acres of existing wetlands, which
included 27 acres of Category 3 wetlands.
Ultimately 103 acres of land was purchased by the
City to preserve the existing and newly created
wetlands.
• Install fish breeding features including fish
spawning benches, trenches, and underwater
riprap-covered soil protrusions (referred to as
piers) in the reservoir design.
• Complete 3,325 linear feet of stream
enhancement and place in a conservation
easement. Ten acres of land was purchased for the
stream conservation easement.

Change Happens – Don’t Forget
To Update Your Permits

W O R K S
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We don’t live in a perfect world. Plans change,
and with plan changes, permits may also need
to be updated. Be diligent that changes in design
and alignment don’t change your impacts, and
subsequently your Section 404/401 permits.
Changes were made to the pipeline alignment
along portions of the 3-mile corridor in 2008. The
pump station footprint was also adjusted slightly.
These two changes resulted in additional impacts
to wetlands, and therefore changes to the Section
404/401 permits were needed. In 2009, more
changes were made when the City and some of
the owners of the stream mitigation site could not
come to an agreement. This situation resulted in
a fast-track need to find alternative mitigation.
Fortunately, new mitigation was found with an
agreeable land owner located immediately west
of the Williams Reservoir and the project moved
forward.
Unfortunately, the biggest change to the project
design was the County Commissioners’ vote not
to close Grubb Road which would have been
required for Bresler and Williams Reservoirs
to share a common embankment.. Significant
effort had been made by the City and BBCM
to gain this approval, including negotiating
contracts with three utility companies to relocate
or abandon existing utilities along Grubb Road,
and this decision was a big disappointment. The
reservoirs could no longer share an embankment.
The reservoir capacity was reduced from 5.7 to
5.1 billion gallons and the cost to construct the
reservoir was increased.

Current Project Status
BBCM prepared the specifications and bid
documents for the reservoir construction, which
were released in July 2009. E.S. Wagner was
awarded the project and began construction in
September 2009. Reservoir construction included
four miles of earthen embankment and four
million cubic yards of fill. Once complete a 4-mile
long walking trail will be installed along the top
of the embankment and a boat ramp, parking
areas, and cook-out facilities for public use will
be installed. Under a separate contract from the
reservoir, a 90 million-gallon a day pump station
was constructed and 3 miles of new 54-inch
diameter and one mile of 42-inch diameter water
main was installed.
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Controlling Water Loss –
Methods for Stopping Real Losses
By Dan Barr and Bernie Bouman, Burgess and Niple, Inc.
Controlling water losses is becoming a national
priority to help increase revenue and available
water supplies, and operate a more sustainable,
green utility. In the last issue of the AWWA
newsletter, we discussed how to conduct a topdown AWWA water loss audit for your utility as a
starting point for any water loss control program.
That audit can help direct resources to where they
are most beneficial in reducing overall water loss.
This article will focus on how to best control real
losses since they are a major source of water loss
for many Ohio utilities. According to AWWA,
real losses include all water volume lost from the
distribution system through leaks, breaks, and
overflows. These are different than apparent
losses which include metering inaccuracies and
theft, which will be discussed in a future article.
The AWWA M36 Water Audits and Loss Control
Programs Manual outlines three basic methods
for controlling real water losses. They include:
proactive leak detection and repair, pressure
management, and main and service replacement.
Additionally, the manual provides guidance on
preventing tank overflows.
Proactive leak detection uses various techniques
to locate and quantify real losses in the system so
the leaks can be repaired after they are discovered.
Some of the methods used to detect leaks
include gas tracers, ground penetrating radar,
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thermography, acoustic leak detection, and district
metering areas.
Gas Tracers inject either hydrogen or helium
into the main and use highly sensitive gas
detection equipment over the pipeline to find
the leak. Gas tracers are not commonly used
for leak surveys, but are very effective for
detecting hard to find leaks.
Ground Penetrating Radar uses radar waves to
detect leaks by finding voids or saturated soil
conditions near water mains. While this is
not a common leak survey method, it can be
effective in the absence of groundwater near
the main. Using this method, both mains and
leaks are located.
Thermography detects thermal infrared
radiation around water mains and looks for
temperature differences that can indicate
leaks. This is not a common technique, but
when used from helicopters and moving
vehicles, it can be very effective and
comprehensive in scope. Using this method,
both mains and leaks are located.
Acoustic Leak Detection uses sensitive
listening equipment to identify and locate
leaks by the noise they make. This is a very
common and cost-effective leak detection

A M E R I C A N

method. It is one of the few methods on
this list that can be self-performed by the
utility instead of an outside contractor. In
Canton, Ohio, acoustic leak detection was
used to survey about 280 miles of water main
for $125/mile of main. They discovered 80
leaks, mostly at hydrants, with an estimated
volume of 770,000 gpd. Erie County, Ohio
surveyed 200 miles of main and found 36
leaks that were repaired. The estimated
leakage reduction was 350,000 gpd, which
resulted in a savings of $500 daily or
$182,500 per year. That equals 12 percent of
the water purchased daily for Erie County.
Acoustic leak detection is not as effective
on large or non-metallic mains, but could
become more viable as technology advances.
District Metering Areas (DMA) isolate
subsections of the utility system and measure
all flow into the area over time, usually
through one or two connections. This
enables the utility owner to determine if there
are any unexplained changes in demand
and the minimum nighttime demand. The
utility also can compare the water volume
entering the district to the metered customer
demands, and study other management tasks.
The information gathered can help prioritize
main replacement and leak detection surveys,
identify flow trends in the system that need
to be investigated, and track the progress of
water loss control programs. Many utilities
already have areas of their system functioning
like a DMA where pressure districts are fed by
one booster station or control valve. If this
single feed point includes a flow meter, that
area already is a DMA.
Some concerns with setting up DMAs
include maintaining adequate supply to
the area including fire protection, ensuring
that all flows into the DMA are accounted
for and metered, and ensuring the DMA is
sized properly. AWWA recommends most
DMAs include about 500 to 3,000 customers
especially when capital improvements are
necessary to implement them. Smaller ones
don’t have enough leakage and benefits to
justify the meters and larger ones lose the
necessary resolution to indentify leakage
as opposed to normal customer demands.
DMAs also will not pinpoint a leak location to
enable its repair, but they do identify which
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subsections of the system need the most
attention. One unique benefit to establishing
DMAs is that they often can also be used to
reduce leakage by managing pressure in the
area.
Pressure management is controlling water
pressure in a distribution system or a subsection
of that system so that it delivers adequate but
not excessive pressure to customers. This is an
evolving technique that has proven to be very
effective in many different situations.

In a typical distribution system, many areas have
elevated pressures during low demand periods
or due to low ground elevations. Reduced water
pressure in a distribution system usually leads to
reduced main breaks and lower leakage volume
without needing to know the location of the leaks
or performing any repairs on the leaks. This is
especially true of background leakage that can’t
be discovered using traditional leak detection
methods. The reduction in leakage volume
has proven to be in proportion to the pressure
reduction in many cases, depending on the type of
leaks and magnitude of pressure optimization.
Pressure management can be used anywhere there
is leakage and the opportunity to reduce pressures
when demands are at their lowest. Pressure can
be managed by pump controls or control valve
installations using one of three control methods:
fixed outlet control, time-based modulation, and
flow-based dynamic modulation.
•

With fixed outlet control, a fixed downstream
pressure from a control valve or pump station
produces an optimized pressure for the
continued on page 12
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continued from page 11 - Water Loss

whole district. This is the simplest control
method, but also the most limited in terms of
optimizing the pressure in a district.
•

The time-based modulation method also
uses a fixed downstream pressure but allows
that pressure setting to vary over time. For
example, the nighttime pressure can be lower
than the daytime pressure. Pressure settings
can be higher during typically high demand
periods, such as the morning and afternoon.
This method helps districts that have high
headlosses between the source and the highest
demand customers. A fixed outlet pressure
might not deliver sufficient pressure to a
high demand customer located far away from
the outlet and where the piping network
is limited. Increasing the pressure setting
during high demand periods helps overcome
this while maintaining lower pressures during
low demand periods to maximize the leakage
reduction.

•

The third control method, flow-based
dynamic modulation, is the most
sophisticated but yields the greatest leakage
reduction benefits. This method begins with
a fixed outlet pressure, but will increase that
pressure setting automatically when the flow
through the outlet increases. This ensures
adequate pressure during high demand
periods and lower pressure during low
demand periods whenever they occur. It also
requires a flow meter to be installed along
with the pressure control device.

Pressure management has limited application in
pressure districts with elevated water storage.
This is because the tanks, not the source outlet,
will control the pressure in the district.
Main and service replacement programs are
straightforward and involve simply replacing
leaking mains and services with new or like
new (rehabilitated) ones. This method reduces
leakage in older mains but, in most cases, at a
much higher cost than the methods described
above. Replacement of mains and services can be
prioritized by age, material, break history, and
other factors.
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Tank overflow prevention can be achieved by
installing properly calibrated level or pressure
instruments in each storage facility. These
instruments notify the system operators, close
control valves, and/or shut down pumps when
they are full. In the short-term, evidence these
devices are not performing properly can be
obtained by inspecting all of the tanks in the
system for evidence of overflows.
These three methods plus the overflow control
techniques can be used in any combination, but
the specific circumstances in a distribution system
will tend to support one or another.
In the short-term, with little expenditure of
resources, many improvements can be made as
well as information gathered to move forward
with a real water loss program. Steps include
gathering and analyzing pipe break histories to
direct pipe replacement programs, establishing
pilot DMAs and pressure management areas to
further clarify benefits versus costs, or launching a
leak detection survey of a subsection of the system
to indentify and repair leakage.
A future article will review the most effective steps
you can take to reduce apparent water losses, such
as determining meter inaccuracies, after they have
been identified as part of a water loss reduction
program.
For further information on this topic, please
contact the authors, Dan Barr at dan.barr@
burgessniple.com or Bernie Bouman at bernie.
bouman@burgessniple.com.
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2011 Ohio Section Governing Board/ District Officers
Chair
Bob Davis, Warren Water Department
330-841-2710 • bdavis@warren.org

NE Trustee
David Merleno, City of Ravenna
330-297-2168 • dmerleno@ci.ravenna.oh.us

Vice Chair
Karen Hawkins, City of Fairborn Water Dept.
937-754-3097
karen.hawkins@ci.fairborn.oh.us

At Large Trustee
Joe Flahiff, Fremont Water Treatment Plant
419-332-2955 • jmflahiff@fremontohio.org

SW Trustee
Tim Ray, Troy Water Plant
937-339-4826
tim.ray@troyohio.gov

At Large Trustee
Dan Barr, Burgess & Niple, Inc.
614-459-2050
dbarr@burnip.com

NW Trustee
Kurt Smith, ARCADIS
419-213-1644
kurt.smith@arcadis-us.com

Director
Brian Bisson
Aqua Ohio, Inc.
330-397-0788 •  BTBisson@aquaamerica.com

SE Trustee
Rod Dunn, City of Columbus
614-645-7691
RJDunn@columbus.gov

Treasurer
Robert Gardner, City of Westerville
614-901-6776
robert.gardner@westerville.org
Secretary
Keshia Johnson, Cleveland Division
of Water
216-664-2444 ext 5721
keshia_johnson@clevelandwater.com
Assistant Secretary
Rick Griffing, Warren Water Department
330-841-2963
rgriffing@warren.org
Professional Services Manager
RaShawn Truss, Ohio Section AWWA
614-265-3180 • oawwa@ohiowater.org
Professional Services Director
Curtis L. Truss Jr., OTCO
614-268-6826 • curtis@ohiowater.org

Northeast District

Northwest District

Southeast District

Southwest District

District Chair
George Sendrey
Michael Benza & Associates
440-526-4206
georges@mbenzaengr.com

Chair
Doug Wagner
City of Oregon
419-698-7117
dwagner@ci.oregon.oh.us

Chair
Kevin Gleich
City of Columbus Division of Water
614-645-6559
kcgleich@columbus.gov

Chair
Jason Adkins
Village of Indian Hill
513-831-3885
jadkins@ihill.org

1st Vice Chair
Franco Lucarelli
City of Warren
330-509-4328
flucarelli@warren.org

1st Vice Chair
Thomas Borck
Poggemeyer Design Group
419-352-7537
borckt@poggemeyer.com

Vice Chair
Dan Langton
City of Westerville Water Department
614-901-6778
daniel.langton@westerville.org

Vice Chair
Maureen Richard
Greater Cincinnati Water Works
513-591-7853
maureen.richard@gcww.cincinnati-oh.gov

2nd Vice Chair
Sandy Vozar, P.E.
City of Berea
440-234-5652
svozar@bereaohio.com

2nd Vice Chair
Richard Kroeger
OEPA - NWDDAGW
419-373-4101
Richard.Kroeger@epa.state.oh.us

1st Vice Chair
Andrew Fruehling
American Structurepoint, Inc.
614-901-2235
AFruehling@structurepoint.com

1st Vice Chair
Beverly Engram
Metropolitan Sewer District of Cincinnati
513-557-7005
Beverly.engram@cincinnati-oh.gov

Past Chair
Dean Reynolds
City of Alliance
330-829-2241
reynoldsda@allianceoh.gov

Past Chair
Bill Blakely
Village of Montpelier
419-485-0936
wcblakely@hotmail.com

2nd Vice Chair
Todd Garwick
City of Dublin
614-410-4665
TGarwick@dublin.oh.us

2nd Vice Chair
Jay Ponder
Neptune Meter Co.
513-348-9488
jgatsbyp@aol.com

Secretary/Treasurer
Brenda Duncan
City of Berea
440-234-5652
dbkstark@aol.com

Secretary/Treasurer
James Bookman
City of Lima
419-221-5170

Past Chair
Shawn Wagner
City of Newark Water Department
740-349-6766
swagner@newarkohio.net

Past Chair
Keshia Kinney
2nd Vice Chair
City of Dayton
937-333-6054
keshia.kinney@cityofdayton.org

Asst. Secretary/Treasurer
John Fitch, Jr.
CDM
216-912-1013
FitchJA@CDM.com
MAC Representative
Ken Rogozinski
Bissnuss, Inc.
440-871-8394
krogozinski@bissnussinc.com

Asst. Secretary/Treasurer
Tom Hinson
Delaware Water Plant
740-203-1926
thinson@delawareohio.net
MAC Representative
Thomas J. Bierley
Seimens Water Technologies
419-427-1067
thomas.bierley@siemens.com

Secretary/Treasurer
Brian Macy
614-625-4163
brianmacy.pe@gmail.com

Secretary/Treasurer
Margie Thomas
City of Fairborn
937-754-3097
Margie.thomas@ci.fairborn.oh.us
MAC Representative
Ted Simmons
MSC Waterworks
513-942-2888
tsimmons@mscwaterworks.com
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Tell Them You Saw Their Ad
And Thank Them
For Their Support
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Ohio Section Advertisers
help bring you this copy
of AWWA’s newsletter.
When you are in need of supplies or services,
please contact the companies who support
the Ohio Section Newsletter.
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2011 Ohio Section Annual Conference

Cincinnati; September 20-23, 2011
Conference Sites
Hilton Netherland Plaza and the
Duke Energy Convention Center

Preliminary Schedule of Events
Tuesday		 Golf Outing (Kenton County GC)
										Early Bird Technical Sessions*
										Cadillac Ranch Social Outing
Wednesday Kickoff Breakfast
										Exhibits and Educational Tours*
										MAC Lunch
										 Competitions – Tapping, Top Ops, Meter Madness,
											
Water Taste Test
										MAC Mixer
										Young Professionals, Diversity, and Membership Mixer
Thursday		 Concurrent Technical Sessions* [am]
										Business Luncheon
										Concurrent Technical Sessions* [pm]
										Meet & Greet Reception; Banquet
Friday				 Concurrent Technical Sessions* [am]
										Tour
Notes:
*contact hour approval pending, Items in italics are tentatively scheduled

Tapping Contest 2011
The 2011 Ohio Section Tapping Contest will be held in Cincinnati, OH on September 21 between
10:00 and noon at the Annual Conference in the Exhibit area.
This event has always been a big draw for the Exhibit Hall for a few years with the winner of our event
reigning as the National Champion. We encourage more utilities to get involved and form teams.
Current teams and former National Champions have and will give assistance to those that wish to get a
new team going.
Please get your applications in early. Any questions please contact Mike Gradoville at mgradoville@
aymcdonald.com or 513-252-8407.
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Spouses Program
Tuesday, September 20
Glass Jewelry Making Class
12:00 – 4:00pm

Hospitality Room

Must arrive no later than 2:30pm to make jewelry

Wednesday, September 21
Krohn Conservatory and Cincinnati Art Museum
10:15am
10:30am-12:00pm
12:15pm-1:00 pm
1:00pm-3:00pm
3:30 pm

Leave for Krohn Conservatory
Krohn Conservatory
Lunch at Cincinnati Art Museum
Cincinnati Art Museum
Arrive back at Hotel

Thursday, September 22
Day of Beauty at Ambiance Nail Salon and Spa
10:00am
10:30am – 2:30pm
							
3:00pm

Departure for Ambiance Nail Salon and Spa
Signature Mani and Pedi (other services available
at participants own expense)
Arrive back at Hotel

Friday, September 23
Findlay Market Tour
9:30am		
12:00pm
		

Depart for Findlay Market
Arrive back at Hotel

A S S O C I A T I O N

Spouses Program

A M E R I C A N

Meter Madness 2011
Ohio State competition for Meter Madness will take place this year at the annual Ohio AWWA Conference in Cincinnati on
Wednesday, September 21 between noon and 2:00 pm. Again this year it will take place in the Exhibit Hall after the Tapping
Contest. Again this year, it will be an open contest. We will accept one application per city as an entry and any subsequent
applications will be accepted as a “standby status”. The “standby” applications will be considered for participation depending
on how many applications are received.
Hersey meters will be the water meters used in this year’s competition.
Hopefully, this will be the last year of open competition. Next year we plan to have District competition in all four districts.
Tentatively we have the Northeast and Northwest Districts competition set for the Northern Ohio Expo in Wooster , OH for
April 2012 and the Southwest District set for the Southwest Expo in Wilmington, OH for April 2012. A format for Southeast
District has not been determined yet. The 2012 State Meter Madness will consist of the winners of each district and the
champion of the 2011 competition.
If you wish a Hersey meter to practice with, please send a request for one with your application to Mike Gradoville at 190
Newport Dr., Youngstown, OH 44512, mgradoville @aymcdonald.com or 330-266-7622 (fax).
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Early Bird Workshop
Tuesday, September 20, 2011
Research Committee Agenda
Student Price $25 (Limited Space Available)
Cost $75
8:30-9:00am		
Registration
9:00am-09:30am
UV Basics
Ken Kershner-Aquionics
9:30-10:00am
UV Advanced Oxidation for Treatment of Taste and
Odor and Algal Toxins
Erik Rosenfeldt-Hazen and Sawyer
10:00am-10:30am
Increasing Trends in Dissolved Phosphorus in Lake
Erie Tributaries: The Role of Agricultural Practices
R. Peter Richards-National Center for Water Quality
Research, Heidelburg University Inc.

10:30am-10:45am -BREAK
10:45-11:15
Hexavalent Chromium in Drinking Water by EPA
218.6 Modified with Dionex Application Update 144
Marcy Bolek-Alloway Labs
11:15am-11:45am
Algae Testing
Jen Alexander-Ohio EPA
11:45am-12:15pm
Testing and Evaluation of Online Total Organic
Carbon Analyzers and Ultraviolet Spectrometers
Ryan James-Battelle Labs
12:30pm-1:30pm
LUNCH

EPA Tour (Limit 50 people)
Buses will leave the Hilton Cincinnati Netherlands Plaza from the Main Lobby at 1:45pm for the EPA labs
located at 26 West Martin Luther King Drive returning no later than 3:45pm. Please have photo ID for
entrance into the facilities. Non-US Citizens must registrar no later than August 18th, 2011, and complete
additional paperwork.
Advanced Materials & Solids Analysis Research Core Facility (AMSARC): Laboratory suite housing
instrumentation used for the analysis of solids. Instrumentation includes: scanning electron microscope,
x-ray diffraction, x-ray fluorescence, optical microscopy, carbon-sulfur analyzer, and total inorganic carbon
analyzer. Includes analysis of corrosion in iron and copper pipes (http://www.epa.gov/nrmrl/amsarc/).
Drinking Water Pilot Plant: Used for conducting bio-filtrating for the removal of perchlorate and pesticides,
nitrification biofilm research, freeze drying of natural organic matter for disinfection byproduct research, natural
organic matter concentration, sulfate removal, copper corrosion, iron corrosion, and reducing waste solids using
microwaves.
Electron Microscopy Laboratory: This laboratory is part of AMSARC, however, it is housed within the EPA’s FullContainment Facility and contains the Atomic Force Microscope, Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope, Field
Emission Scan Electron Microscope, and the Confocal Microscope
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2011 AWWA Conference Technical Program
Thursday, September 22, 2011

Morning Concurrent Technical Sessions at the Cincinnati Hilton Netherland Plaza

Distribution Session
8:00 – 8:30
Design Challenges Associated With Service to the City of
Lebanon and Village of South Lebanon
Josh Waldroff and Parker Florimonte – Greater Cincinnati Water
Works
8:30 – 9:00
Recent Improvements to the AWWA Standards and
Manuals for Concrete Pressure Pipe
Richard Deremiah – Hanson Pressure Pipe
		
9:00 – 9:30
Mixing Up the Twins - Active Mixing and Other Water
Quality Considerations for Storage Tanks
Thomas Walters and Ray Ihlenburg – O’Brien and Gere

10:00 - 10:15
BREAK
10:15 – 10:45
Condition Assessment of a 48” PCCP Water Main Within
an Abandoned Subway Tunnel
Jason Delaet – Greater Cincinnati Water Works
10:45 – 11:15
Critical Owner – Performed Evaluation and Maintenance
of Water Storage Tanks
Gregory Stein – Tank Industry Consultants
11:15 – 11:45
Student Paper
TBD

9:30 – 10:00
Construction of an Elevated Ground Storage Reservoir to
Meet Hydraulic and Quality Requirements
Cheryl Bush – Greater Cincinnati Water Works

Treatment Session
8:00 – 8:30
Anion Exchange and GAC Demonstration for TOC
Removal and THM Control
Marvin Gnagy – PMG Consulting
8:30 – 9:00
EDC and DBP – Precursor Removal from Ground Water
Using GAC Capped Filters – A Pilot Study
Katie Jamriska, Kevin Reynolds, Bruce Whitteberry, Debbie Metz
– Greater Cincinnati Water Works
9:00 – 9:30
Charles Bolton WTP Reservoir Baffle Wall Project
Kyle Buckley – Greater Cincinnati Water Works
9:30 – 10:00
Small System Use of A Solid Arsenic Oxidizing Media
in Place of Chemical Oxidation to Enhance Arsenic
Removals
Thomas Sorg - USEPA
		

10:00 – 10:15
BREAK
10:15 – 10:45
UV Facility Construction While Maintaining Plant
Operations
Maureen Richards – Greater Cincinnati Water Works
10:45 – 11:15
Systematic Approach to Water Treatment Plant Process
Optimization & Why Should Surface Water Treatment
Plants Monitor UV254 in Source Water?
Alex Yavich – Optimization Solutions Environmental, LLC
11:15 – 11:45
Student Paper
TBD
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Utility Management Session
8:00 – 8:30
A Case Study: The City of Toledo 20 Year Master Plan
and Needs Assessment
Robert Stevenson – ARCADIS & Andrew McClure – City of
Toledo
8:30 – 9:00
Presentation on Commercial Diving
Travis Clower – Integrity Aquatic, LLC
9:00 – 9:30
Considering System Hydraulics to Optimize Energy
Costs
Bret Norton – Jones & Henry Engineers
9:30 – 10:00
Obtaining Capacity Approval Using 2010 Approved
Capacity Criteria
Stan Zachopoulos – MWH
		

10:00 – 10:15
BREAK
10:15 – 10:45
Making Master Plan Recommendations a Reality
Mark Ginty – Greater Cincinnati Water Works
10:45 – 11:15
Regional Water Solutions; GCWW’s Expanded Water
Service to the City of Lebanon and the Village of South
Lebanon
Carel Vandermeyden – Greater Cincinnati Water Works
11:15 – 11:45
The DMOM Theorem: Distribution System Metrics for
Operations and Maintenance
Paul Schumi – Wachs Water Services

Thursday, September 22, 2011

Afternoon Concurrent Technical Sessions at the Cincinnati Hilton Netherland Plaza

Distribution Session
2:15 – 2:45
Student Paper
TBD
2:45 – 3:15
Maintaining Water Quality in a Service Area With Low
Demand
Sheli Jones, Haishan Piao, Yeongho Lee, David Hartman –
Greater Cincinnati Water Works
3:15 – 3:30
BREAK

3:30 – 4:00
Water Quality and Criticality Modeling for a Mid-Size
Utility: A Little Data Goes Along Way
Thomas Walters, Barbara Swafford, Thomas Dumm – O’Brien
and Gere David Crouch – City of Fairfield
4:00 – 4:30
Calibrating an EPS Distribution System Model
Cheryl Bush – Greater Cincinnati Water Works
4:30 – 5:00
Successful Projects Demonstrate the Benefits of Surge
Model Calibration
Bo Copeland – Hazen and Sawyer, PC

Source Water Session
2:15 -2:45
Ohio and Water Improvements in the Developing World
-- Potential Links and Opportunities
Stuart Smith – Ground Water Science, LLC
2:45 -3:15
A Case Study in the Implementation of Sodium
Permanganate to Attenuate Zebra Mussel Colonization
Tim Schutz – Malcolm Pirnie
Page 22

3:15 – 3:30
BREAK
3:30 – 4:00
Inflatable Dam Technology Provides Solution to
Community Water Needs
Kristen Braden – H.R. Gray

A M E R I C A N

4:00 – 4:30
Iron Bacteria: Get Over It
Stuart Smith – Ground Water Science, LLC
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4:30 – 5:00
UV Advanced Oxidation Treatment of Emerging
Contaminants in Drinking and Reuse Water
Erik Rosenfeldt – Hazen & Sawyer

Customer Service Session
2:15 -2:45
Aw Crap – Now What!? Communicating in a Crisis
Jeff Chatterton – Checkmate Public Affairs

3:30 – 4:00
Customer Service
TBD

2:45 -3:15
Customer Service
TBD

4:00 – 4:30
Customer Service
TBD

3:15 – 3:30
BREAK

4:30 – 5:00
Customer Service
TBD

Friday, September 23, 2011

Morning Technical Sessions at the Cincinnati Hilton Netherland Plaza

Regulatory Session
8:30 – 9:30
Ohio EPA Update
TBD

10:15 – 10:45
TBD
TBD

9:30 – 10:00
Review of New Lead Standards for Drinking Water
Products
Jeremy Brown – NSF International

10:45 – 11:15
TBD
TBD

10:00 – 10-15
BREAK

11:15 – 11:45
TBD
TBD

IT / I&C / GISSession
9:00 – 9:30
Migrating Surveying and Base Mapping From Land
Desktop to Civil 3D
Shawn Wagner – Greater Cincinnati Water Works

10:15 – 10:45
GCWW Model Integration Methods with GIS, CIS and
SCADA
Cheryl Bush – Greater Cincinnati Water Works

9:30 – 10:00
Improving Revenue Collections for Utilities
Gary Sanders – Logics, LLC

10:45 – 11:15
Distribution System Sustainabilty; Mitigating Risk
Through Asset Reliability and Operational Intelligence
Paul Schumi – Wachs Water Services

10:00 – 10:15
BREAK

11:15 – 11:45
Cyber Security
TBD
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2011 Ohio Section Top Ops Competition
The Top Ops committee will soon begin to prepare for the summer district competitions. We would like to encourage all
plant operators to consider taking a shot at Top Ops. You do not necessarily need to have a whole team together. Your District
representatives will be glad to hook you up with other interested operators. District winners will go on to compete at the
State AWWA conference in September.
Managers are encouraged to allow at least one member of their staff to participate in the Top Ops competition at the District
level. A study manual is available for those interested, and five contact hours can be gained by completion of the study guide
along with participation in the district competition.

Anyone interested can get more information from their Top Ops District Reps:
Northwest District
Russell Bales
419/221-5170

Southwest District
Bill Theall
937/754-3081

Northeast District
Tom Loren
216/664-3190
			

Southeast District
Michael Burris
614/888-4953

Top-Op’s Team Entry Form
District:

NE

NW

Due August 15, 2011
SE

SW

Team Captain:							

Individual

or

Team

(If registered as a team)

DETAILED INFORMATION:
Name:							Title:
Work Address:						Phone#:
Job Description:

Name:							Title:
Work Address:						Phone#:
Job Description:

Name:							Title:
Work Address:						Phone#:
Job Description:

To register your team for the summer district contests, please complete this form (one form per team)
and return it by August 15, 2011 to: Kevin Gleich, 940 Dublin Rd., Columbus, OH 43215 Any questions?
Please call: 614-645-6559, or email: kcgleich@columbus.gov
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Meter Madness Contest
When?
Here is your opportunity to participate in the Meter Madness Contest at the Ohio Section Annual Conference. The Meter
Madness Contest will be held on Wednesday, September 21, 2011 in Cincinnati, Ohio from approximately noon to 2:00 pm.

What is Meter Madness?
Meter madness is a fast paced, individual competition in which competitors race against the clock (and each other!) to
assemble a 5/8” residential meter contained in a bucket of parts.
Contestants are judged upon their assembly time, accuracy, and sign of meter leakage. Hersey meter will the meter used
in this year’s competition. You can contact your local Hersey Distributor or Mike Gradoville for a loose assembled meter to
practice with.

Penalties are assessed for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leaking Connection, barely oozing water and just discernible to the judges
Slow, obviously dripping connection
Squirting, continuously leaking connection
Safety violation(s)
Meter not properly put together and a part is too loose or falls off, or
Meter fails to register flow when tested.

The winner of the Ohio Section Meter Madness contest will be eligible to complete for the National title at the Annual
Conference and Exhibit (ACE) in Dallas, Texas, June 2012.

Want to find out more?
Visit http://www.ohiowater.org/oawwa/
Interested in competing? Registration forms are due by August 31, 2011.
Name:									Title:
Utility:
Address:
City:						State: 			Zip:
Phone:						Fax:
E-mail:
Send to: Mike Gradoville, 190 Newport Drive, Youngstown, OH 44512
Any questions? Please call: 513-252-8407, or email: mgradoville@aymcdonald.com
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2011 Ohio Section AWWA Tapping Contest
The Ohio Section Tapping Committee would like to invite
Ohio Water Utilities to send a tapping team to the Section
Tapping Contest. This year’s contest will be held on
Wednesday, September 21, 2011 in Cincinnati, Ohio. This
contest originated in Ohio and has grown to become a

highlight of the National contest each year. The winner of
our Section contest will be given the opportunity to represent
the Ohio Section at the Annual Conference & Exhibit (ACE)
in Dallas, Texas in June of 2012.
TIME: Between 10:00am and 12:00 pm

Tapping Contest Entry wForm
Utility Name						Contact Name

MEN’S

Address
City 						State
Phone		

		

Fax

WOMEN’S

			Zip Code

			

Email

To register your team for this event, please complete this form
(one form per team) and return it by August 31, 2011 to:
Mike Gradoville
190 Newport Drive
Youngstown, OH 44512

Any Questions? Please call 513-252-8407
or email mgradoville@aymcdonald.com

2011 Ohio Section Annual Conference

Cincinnati; September 20-23, 2011
Hilton Cincinnati Netherland Plaza
35 West Fifth Street
Cincinnati, Ohio
USA 45202
Tel: +1-513-421-9100
Fax: +1-513-421-4291
Quick and Easy Reservations for Attendees
2 Double Beds Deluxe Room
rates from $169.00 USD/Night
1 Queen Bed Superior Room
rates from $159.00 USD/Night
Book by August 26th to reserve your room.
Register online by visiting the Ohio Section AWWA website , or contact the hotel directly at 513-421-9100.
Group name is OAWWA 2011 Annual Conference.
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Best of the Best – Ohio Section Water Taste Test
Date:		
Wednesday, September 21, 2011
Time:
Afternoon
Location: Exhibit Hall, Duke Convention Center
Entry forms must be received by August 31, 2011. Water samples are to be dropped off at the Exhibit
Hall between 10:00 - 11:30 AM the day of the Competition. Two samples should be brought, each in
a 1-liter container. The suggested container is a glass, Teflon-capped container with no air at the top.
Each container must clearly identify the name of the water system.

Official Water System Name

Contact Name

Contact Email

On Site Representative
and mobile phone number

Treatment and Source Water
(for informational purposes only – will not be made available to judges)

Signature
By signing, you certify that the water will not been altered, and that the water will be potable for consumption.

** All entries must be a Utility Member of AWWA, with no state or federal drinking water violations
(MCL, monitoring, recordkeeping, etc) during the previous calendar year. **
THE WINNING WATER SYTEM WILL BE ANNOUNCED FOLLOWING THE TASTE TEST.
Please return this entry form to Cliff Shrive at cliff.shrive@stantec.com or faxed to 513.842.8274 by
Wednesday, August 31. Phone 513-824-6744 Mobile 513-646-4886
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2011 Registration Category Explanations
The Pre-Registration deadline is August 28, 2011. Your AWWA membership number is required on the registration form to
qualify for the member rate. Your receipt will be in the registration packet at the conference.
Monday’s “Research Committee Workshop” is $75.00 and offers 5.00 contact hours with lunch. This fee is in addition to all
other registrations.
The Cadillac Ranch event is a separate event on Tuesday, September 20, 2011, at 7:00 pm and is not included in the
registration fees. Cadillac Ranch is located at 41 E. 6th St., Cincinnati OH 45202 (at the corner of 6th and Walnut St.). You
will be able to purchase a ticket at the door but are encouraged to purchase tickets ahead. The cost of the event is $10.00. See
registration form for purchasing your tickets.
You can register for the Exhibit Educational Tours at the table outside the Exhibit Area.

Complete Registration

Retiree Complete Registration

This includes Technical Sessions (Wednesday
& Thursday), the Exhibits/Educational Tours,
the Kick-Off Breakfast, the MAC Luncheon
& Reception, the Business luncheon, and the
Annual Banquet. “Early Bird” Workshops are not
included.

You must be recognized as a “retiree” on your
AWWA membership. This registration will include
the same events as a complete registration.

Technical Registration

One-Day Registration (Tuesday)
This includes the Exhibits/Educational Tours, and
the MAC Luncheon.

This includes Technical Sessions (Wednesday &
Thursday), the Exhibits/Educational Tours, and
the MAC Reception but does not include any
meals. “Early Bird” Workshops are not included.

One-Day Registration (Wednesday)

Spouse Complete Registration

One-Day Registration (Thursday)

This includes tickets to all Spouse activities, the
Hospitality Center, the Spouse Tours, the KickOff Breakfast, the Exhibits/Educational Tours, the
MAC Reception and the Banquet.

This includes the Thursday Technical Sessions.

Spouse Registration Only
This includes Spouse activities at the Hospitality
Center, the Exhibits/Educational Tours and the
MAC Reception. It does not include the Spouse
Tours, Kick-Off Breakfast, or the Banquet.

This includes the Business Luncheon and the
Wednesday Technical Sessions.

Exhibitor Registration
This includes Exhibit booth fees for three persons
working the booth, three MAC Luncheon tickets,
three Technical registrations, six MAC Reception
tickets, and a $25.00 Donation to Water for
People.

Student Technical
This category is for full-time college students.
It includes Technical Sessions (Wednesday &
Thursday) and the Exhibits/Educational Tours.
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Career Opportunities.
Does your organization have a position to
fill or are you looking for a position?
Take advantage of the career opportunities on
the AWWA and OTCO web pages.
Visit www.ohiowater.org and select Job Postings.
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Tell Them You Saw Their Ad
And Thank Them
For Their Support
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Support The Advertisers
in Your Local AWWA Newsletter
Tell Them You Saw Their Ad
And Thank Them
For Their Support
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City of Columbus, Ohio EPA, CH2MHill and MWH Assist OSU
Students with Design of Ion-exchange Facilities at DRWP
The Ohio State University (OSU) students were
introduced to design concepts in a course that
merged classroom learning with municipal water
treatment in Spring quarter 2011. Professor
William Wolfe once again opened his capstone
course in civil engineering to Ohio AWWA
professionals – this time from Columbus
Division of Power and Water (DOPW), Ohio
EPA, CH2MHill and MWH. The senior civil
engineering students were afforded an opportunity
to develop their project management skills by
mentoring first-year engineering honor students as
part of their assignment. All of the undergraduate
students experienced firsthand the information
that must be gathered and the engineering
principles that must be applied to implement an
Ion-exchange project at the Dublin Road Water
Plant (DRWP) – Columbus DOPW’s Scioto River
treatment facility.

a preliminary engineering report for a successful
design project:
•

understand the client’s (Columbus DOPW’s)
needs for both upgrading their existing
DRWP to remove nitrates and expanding this
water plant from 65 to approximately 100
MGD,

•

assure the client the project approach
addresses those needs and the preliminary
engineering report could be fully completed
in a ten-week period,

•

prepare a preliminary engineering design
report that clearly communicates key design
concepts, and

•

obtain Ohio EPA agreement on the main
concepts of the design report in preparation
of subsequently developing detail design
documents.

The overall goals of the 10-week course
were to:
1.

provide hands-on experience for the senior
students so they could apply the engineering
principles learned at OSU in preparing a
preliminary engineering report for the DRWP
design project,

Weekly assignments given to the student design
teams were carefully selected to manage and
coordinate their level of effort – allowing the
students to maximize the technical level that
could be effectively achieved each week.

2

afford these senior students the opportunity
to develop project management skills by
mentoring 2 or 3 first-year engineering honor
students, and

The ten weekly assignments and the students
corresponding written submittals were:

introduce the first-year engineering honor
students to civil/environmental engineering
as one means of assisting these students in
deciding their engineering major at OSU.

•

reviewing Columbus DOPW’s existing data
for both Scioto River and DRWP finishedwater quality,

•

becoming familiar with requirements for US
EPA drinking water regulations and Ohio EPA
drinking water rules (i.e., nitrates and Stage2-DBPR requirements that directly affect the
client’s DRWP design project),

3

Seven groups of 3 or 4 students each worked
together as design teams (consulting firms for
which each group chose a name). Weekly
assignments given to the students mimicked the
following big-picture steps required to prepare
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OSU Students
•

•

communicating with the client to determine
DOPW’s specific water-quality goals to both
lower nitrate levels to less than 10 mg/L as N
, and lower total organic carbon (TOC) levels
to less than 2 mg/L in the finished water.
comparing water-quality goals with governing
drinking water regulatory requirements to
show how partial, side-stream treatment with
anion ion-exchange treatment would allow
the client to consistently meet those goals.

Columbus DOPW has multiple water plants and
sources – and, only the Scioto River source has a
nitrate issue.
6. Provide both preliminary and then refined site
layouts for the side-stream ion-exchange treatment
facility - including inlet and outlet pipelines
and related interconnections with the existing
combined filtered-water piping and clearwell
influent piping located upstream and downstream,
respectively.

(It was decided to focus on the removal of
nitrates in interest of the time available in a
10-week course. CH2MHill is conducting
demonstration studies to determine the most
efficient way for the DRWP to meet future
DBP requirements.)
2. Create a basis-of-design (B-o-D) table in
accordance with Ohio EPA’s Approved Capacity
document for all components of DOPW’s existing
65-MGD DRWP and also for the expanded 100MGD water plant with partial side-stream ionexchange facilities.
3. Research various types of both cation and anion
ion-exchange facilities to begin preparation for the
preliminary design for a nitrate-removal system at
the DRWP.
4. Use results of a pilot-scale demonstration study
that had been conducted on source and filtered
water with similar water quality to establish
preliminary design parameters for DRPW’s future
ion-exchange facility.
(Note: CH2MHill is currently conducting the
DRWP ion-exchange pilot-scale demonstration
study on Scioto River water.)
5. Perform the appropriate engineering
calculations for key design parameters to
determine what percentage of filtered water
should be directed through ion exchange to
lower nitrate levels and to properly size each
component of the ion-exchange facility. This
included determining water production for the
DRWP during a Scioto River nitrate event since

Stacia Eckenwiler of DOPW discusses hydraulics with the OSU students.

7 Perform the necessary hydraulic calculations to
determine the hydraulic head required for the new
intermediate pumps to convey a portion of the
filtered water from DOPW’s DRWP through the
ion-exchange facility.
8. Prepare and deliver a 30-minute PowerPoint
presentation to assure the client that the design
project meets DOPW’s water treatment needs in
both a timely and cost-effective manner.
9. Prepare for and attend a meeting with Ohio
EPA to obtain Agency approval to proceed with
detail design, bidding and construction for the
side-stream ion-exchange facility.
continued on page 44
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10. Write and deliver a preliminary engineering
report (including graphics) that overall explains
each design team’s understanding of the client’s
requirements/needs and how the proposed
DRWP upgrade is going to meet those needs. To
maximize the learning process the preliminary
engineering report was a compilation of weekly
submittals that had been commented on each
week during the course.
Several professionals from Columbus DOPW,
CH2MHill and MWH interacted with the
students throughout this capstone course:
•

Mr. Matt Steele of DOPW provided the
student design teams with existing waterquality data for both the Scioto River and the
DRWP and preliminarily introduced waterquality goals for the Columbus DOPW and
the DRWP.

•

Dr. Mike Iverson of CH2MHill familiarized
the students with existing facilities at the
DRWP and covered how and where the
side-stream ion-exchange facilities are to
be incorporated into the DRWP. Dr. Tim
Wolfe of MWH emphasized the essential
information that must be included in Ohio
B-o-D tables both to: 1) implement sidestream ion-exchange facilities at DOPW’s
existing DRWP, and 2) obtain Ohio EPA
approval to proceed with detail design of
these proposed facilities.

•

Mr. Lee O’Dell of CH2MHill introduced the
student design teams to the various types
of cation and anion ion-exchange units and
provided more detailed information for
units typically used to remove nitrates from
drinking water.

•

Mr. Tony Myers of CH2MHill walked the
students through pilot-scale demonstration
from a project with similar nitrate issues as
those faced by DOPW’s DRWP (i.e., data from
CH2MHill’s pilot-scale demonstration study
for Ohio EPA is not yet available).

•

Dr. Bill Bellamy of CH2MHill introduced
the students design teams to facility layout
concepts – including auxiliary units – and,
challenged them to lay out the side-stream
ion-exchange facilities in a cost-effective
manner.
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•

Mr. Tony Kohler and Mr. Scott Lockhart of
DOPW gave the students an overview of the
DRWP and how it operates, and challenged
the students to provide sufficient flexibility
in their designs that would allow the DRWP
staff to properly operate the facility. They
also led a tour of the DRWP so the students
could gain first-hand knowledge concerning
available land area on the site to locate
improvements to expand and upgrade the
water plant.

•

Mr. Mark Eppich of DOPW provided the
students with several potential layouts for
side-stream ion-exchange treatment on the
DRWP site – and, the students were asked
to select one of the layouts (or, better yet to
develop a better one) and to enumerate the
positives and negatives of their chosen layout.

•

Ms. Stacia Eckenwiler of DOPW introduced
the student design teams to hydraulic
concepts – and, requested that they
determine the hydraulic head required to
convey a certain percentage of filtered-water
through the ion-exchange facilities and return
that flow into the main DRWP flow stream
prior to chlorination at the influent to the
clearwells.

One of the OSU student design teams presenting their preliminary
engineering report to Ohio EPA.
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All seven student design teams delivered
PowerPoint presentations to OSU staff, Stacia
Eckenwiler and Mark Eppich of DOPW and
Tim Wolfe of MWH to demonstrate that the
design project meets Columbus DOPW’s water
treatment needs. The two teams who most
clearly communicated this message with the client
presented to Ohio EPA officials.
The seven student design teams were
accompanied to Ohio EPA’s Central Office in
downtown Columbus by several dignitaries:
•
•
•

City of Columbus Council member Eileen
Paley;
Dr. Rick Westerfield and Ms. Stacia
Eckenwiler of DOPW; and
Professor emeritus Robert Sykes, Professor
William Wolfe, Professor Carolyn Merry,
Chair of Civil & Environmental Engineering
& Geodetic Science, and Professor Rick
Freuler, Coordinator of the First-year
Engineering Honors program at OSU.

Mr. Mike Baker, Chief of the Drinking Water
Program, welcomed the students to Ohio EPA
and wished them luck in obtaining agreement
on the DRWP design concepts from the Agency’s
engineering unit. Mr. John Arduini, Supervisor of
Ohio EPA’s Engineering Unit, and his colleagues
(Judy Stottsberry, Sanjeev Prakash and Sanjay
Bansal) listened as the two student design
teams presented their findings. Members of the
engineering unit asked several pertinent questions
of each student design team, and pointed out
additional information that would be helpful for
the Agency to come to agreement with them on
major design concepts for Columbus DOPW’s ionexchange system.
Council member Eileen Paley presented
each of the students with a proclamation,
“Congratulating them for having successfully
completed this OSU Capstone Environmental
Engineering Design course.”

DOPW Administrator Dr. Rick Westerfield and Columbus Council member
Eileen Paley address the OSU students at Ohio EPA headquarters.

Professors William Wolfe and Robert Sykes were
assisted on a weekly basis by Dr. Tim Wolfe of
MWH in working with the student design teams
to:
•
•
•
•

•

clarify key information and design concepts,
maintain the appropriate level of weekly effort
expected of the students,
provide comments and feedback on the
design teams’ weekly submittals,
answer questions/concerns put forth by the
students as each design team prepared its
preliminary engineering design report, and
keep the DRWP ion-exchange portion of the
design project on schedule.

Thanks to continued support from the City
of Columbus and the Department of Public
Utilities led by Director Tanya Arsh, both
course objectives were met:
1.

The OSU students were provided with a
practical experience, and the technical level
was maximized for each weekly design
assignment - without requesting too much
effort in the time available.

2.

Collaboration among the City of Columbus,
Ohio EPA, the OSU and local consultants
once again introduced OSU students to
greater Columbus - encouraging them to
consider locating in the area following
graduation.
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Reducing Energy Use Pays Annual Dividends
Ernest Jolly, Bert Wellens, Rich Atoulikian1

Abstract
Today’s operating pressures faced by utilities
require both an increased focus on fiscal
responsibility and cost reductions, combined
with a higher and ever increasing level of
environmental quality standards. This puts a
brighter spotlight and greater pressure on utilities
to improve their operational efficiencies and
optimize performance and operation of their
facilities. This not only saves energy, but makes
them more environmentally sustainable. An
energy audit is a process typically used to evaluate
a system for such efficiencies and energy savings
opportunities.
When energy audits are performed for water and
wastewater utilities, not only can electrical energy
savings be realized, but savings in other resources
such as process chemical use or parasitic water
losses may also realized. An energy audit and
savings plan being conduct for DC Water at their
Blue Plains Advanced WWTP and associated
water, wastewater and stormwater pumping
stations provides a case study on how these audits
should be conducted for maximum effectiveness
and to identify a path forward toward realizing
resultant energy savings and carbon footprint
reductions. Specific focus areas included:
• Evaluation of treatment process configuration
and operation, followed by an analysis of
modifications or capital additions that can be
made to reduce energy consumption. This
also includes an analysis of building envelopes,
HVAC systems, lighting, general rotating
equipment and electrical distribution systems.

• A review of current energy use, patterns of
use, and opportunities to conserve, including
development of an energy baseline and
benchmarking.
• Alternative energy evaluation covering the
areas of biosolids, solar, wind, and small
hydro; including both onsite production and
procurement from third parties.
The development of an implementable, prioritized
energy management plan is critical. This includes
identifying “quick wins”, which are “low to no”
cost measures that can be implemented in the
short-term with little initial capital investment,
resulting in almost immediate decrease in the
energy consumption. Implementation of quick
wins along with the positive publicity that
comes along with reduced energy bills begins
the organizational change process. Concurrently,
detailed evaluations are ongoing of more
significant energy savings opportunities that are
more capital intensive and sometimes more time
consuming, but still with reasonable payback
periods.
A successful energy management program must
go beyond implementation of audit results, and
include monitoring and verification, as well
as continuous improvement practices. When
conducted properly, experience demonstrates
that the payback period on these audits is such
that the cost of the audit alone can be recovered
in less than two years by implementing certain
recommendations. The actual payback period on
the audit recommendations is also very short, in
some cases less than twelve months.
The approach identified herein has also been used
for water utilities and process industries.
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Introduction
DC Water distributes drinking water, and collects
and treats wastewater for more than 500,000
residential, commercial and governmental
customers in the District of Columbia and
neighboring communities, and operates the
Blue Plains Advanced Wastewater Treatment
Plant, which is the largest advanced wastewater
treatment facility in the world. It is also
responsible for a number of stormwater pumping
stations across the District.
DC Water operates more than 1,300 miles of
pipes, five pumping stations, five reservoirs,
and four elevated water storage tanks. Water
treatment is provided by the US Army Corps
of Engineers (USACE) through the Washington
Aqueduct, which maintains and operates the
Dalecarlia and McMillan Water Treatment Plants,
with a combined average capacity of about
180 mgd. These plants provide reliable and
safe potable water to the District of Columbia,
Arlington County and the City of Falls Church
Virginia. As part of this effort, DC Water has
reached out to the USACE to identify mutually
beneficial energy management strategies
associated with the delivery of finished water
from these plant’s into the distribution system.
DC Water also provides wholesale wastewater
treatment services for a population of 1.6 million
in Maryland and Virginia. And to collect
wastewater, DC Water operates 1,800 miles of
sanitary and combined sewers, 22 flow-metering
stations, and nine off-site wastewater pumping
stations. Wastewater is treated at the 370
mgd average day flow Blue Plains Wastewater
Advanced Treatment Plant.
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Like many municipal clients, DC Water
had already established the importance of
environmental improvement as a critical success
factor. The organization had created a policy
statement for sustainable energy consumption:
“DCWASA is committed to efficient use of energy
as an essential resource needed to provide reliable
and cost effective water, sewer and wastewater
services to its customers. In the conduct of day
to day operations and fulfillment of the capital
improvement plan energy efficiency and use of
renewable energy generation and renewable energy
credits to reduce DCWASA carbon footprint will be
an integral part of the decision making process.”
DC Water faces related challenges in meeting
their sustainability goals in the face of rising
demand for water and wastewater treatment and
quality. To take their sustainability practices and
solutions to the next level, the position of Energy
Manager was created. One of the first actions
identified by the new Energy Manager was to
conduct an independent evaluation of energy
usage to lay the groundwork for implementation
of energy conservation measures, and quantifying
successes. This leads to conducting an energy
audit and creating an energy savings plan,
which includes looking at renewable energy
options. These are the first steps in the journey
of improving energy efficiency through both
technical and cultural changes. Additionally,
quantifying the greenhouse gas reductions
possible through energy use reductions enables
DC Water to understand ways to reduce
these emissions. In this manner, DC Water
is truly advancing their mission of being an
environmental steward in their community.
Figure 1 shows the steps required in conducting
an energy program. Conducting the audit and
developing the plan are just the beginning.
The next steps are just as important in the
overall success; that is implementation of
recommendations, followed by monitoring and
control to confirm that the proposed savings
are being achieved. Finally, a continuous
improvement step provides an agency with the
ability to sustain the program moving forward.
continued on page 48
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Figure 1. An Energy Program’s Success Requires Each of These Steps

It is important for a utility to understand where and how
its energy is used, to best understand how to reduce its
consumption. Therefore, the first step is to establish an
energy baseline, which also identifies greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions across a utilities’ various facilities. The results of
the baseline are also used to provide a framework to identify
areas of greatest energy use, which may be those areas
where the greatest potential savings can be found. In the
development of the baseline, significant data was reviewed.
This data was analyzed to enable opportunities for savings
to be identified – first through quick wins for near-term
paybacks and then through more capital intensive projects
which can lead to further reduced greenhouse gas emissions
in the longer term. The objective in performing these audits
is to bring energy savings opportunities forward in a timely
fashion, to afford the client the opportunity to begin realizing
savings as soon as possible.

Methodology
As part of this effort, the various components of the water
and wastewater pumping, distribution and collection systems
were investigated with respect to identifying an energy
baseline, and energy and carbon savings opportunities,
including pump stations; electrical power; HVAC; lighting;
building systems; mechanical systems, water systems; and
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water use. In DC Water’s case, the majority of their energy
is consumed using electricity, delineated by service area as
follows:
Wastewater Treatment: 		
Water Pumping: 		
Sewer and Stormwater Pumping:

258,600 MWh (87%)
19,300 MWh (6%)
20,848 MWh (7%)

The approach generally used on energy audits is shown
below on Figure 2, starting with Data Collection Interviews
and Site visits, followed by Opportunity Formulation,
bringing forward Quick Win opportunities, Data and Project
Analyses, a Project Prioritization Workshop to develop
conceptual designs, and development of an overall Energy
Savings Plan,. In addition, the team evaluated options for
renewable energy, and is evaluating smart grid and smart
meter options and other specialty systems.
An important component of the Energy Savings Plan is an
implementation ‘path forward’. Included in the Figure 2 are
some facts related to use of this process on the DC Water
project. It is important to note that the schedule for the
DC Water project was accelerated from 12 to 10 months, to
better align with DC Water’s fiscal year and to bring energy
savings opportunities forward sooner.
The first five steps are discussed below; the remaining two
steps are discussed in the following section (entitled Results).
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Figure 2. Energy Audit Project Approach

A. Data Collection, Interviews and Site Visits
The water and wastewater related service areas are generally
located in three Departments; Water Pumping, Sewer
Pumping and “Blue Plains”. Data was collected from
each Department and utilized to perform comparative
determinations between various facilities to identify higher
priority opportunities. In addition to extensive data
collection, and facility site visits, an important part of the
energy audit process is conducting staff interview. Over 35
individuals were interviewed, many more than once, across
the various organizational departments, and also including
the Department Heads and other key department staff,
Facilities group, the Chief Financial Officer, Information
Technology, and others. The purpose of these interactions
was to introduce the project and our team, describe the
project and our approach, and to solicit ideas that each of
these individuals/teams had which could potentially reduce
energy consumption. We also used these interactions to
‘truth’ our findings with the appropriate department, to
solicit their ‘front line’ knowledge, before bringing them
forward to a larger audience within DC Water.
Multiple interactions across any organization are important
in developing a common understanding and focus toward
reducing energy consumption. To supplement the one-onone and small group interactions, Workshops were also held
with key staff to use the ‘power of the group’ to first “truth”
then prioritize the concepts developed. In support of each
of these Workshops, an in-depth analysis was conducted of
the data and resulting recommendations of energy savings
measures. These Workshops helped the group focus on the
overarching goals of this project.
Being the progressive agency which it is, DC Water already
had a number of projects underway, to meet more stringent
regulations and position them for the future as well as to

replace aging facilities. DC Water also is looking to the
future, with a large project dedicated to incorporating
renewable energy into their operations. One such project
is the incorporation of the Cambi® anaerobic digestion
process into their process stream for sludge stabilization.
This project is coupled with a new combined heat and power
system that will put them on the cutting edge in this regard.
Overall, it was found that the management at Blue Plains
is very proactive with respect to process modifications and
energy management. As a result, many of the concepts which
the audit team had initially identified already had some
traction in their organization.
A process model was utilized to evaluate different options
for optimizing performance from an energy and carbon
standpoint. As noted above, Blue Plains consumes about
87% of DC Water’s electricity. A more detailed energy
baseline was developed for Blue Plains, down to the process
level. This baseline provided guidance as to where the
greatest energy savings opportunities could lie. As is typical,
the greatest energy consumption occurs in the biological
activated sludge process, solids handling and pumping.
These are the areas that the team focused on improving.
This energy baseline was set up such that it could be
readily modified to incorporate ongoing improvements and
contemplated improvements, to enable informed decisionmaking when DC Water is considering upcoming projects.
B. Opportunity Formulation
This step consists of taking the data obtained from the field
visits, interviews and otherwise received and
utilizing it as the basis for developing specific
recommendations. Using standard processes for gathering
data, and organizing it in databases makes it much more
efficient to analyze that data, and prioritize the results.

continued on page 50
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C. Quick Wins
As noted above, a key aspect of this work was to identify and
bring forward ‘quick wins’ with respect to energy savings.
Quick Wins are those items that can be readily implemented,
and at little or no cost. Bringing these forward in a timely
fashion provides the opportunity for client’s to start saving
money sooner rather than later. A Quick Wins Workshop
was held about 2.5 months after Notice to Proceed to present
the findings to the Departmental leaders
More than 250 quick win projects were identified which
could be implemented immediately. The list includes
primarily upgrading to more efficient lighting, HVAC
improvements, building envelop improvements, and
resetting set points or installing automated controls. The
resulting total savings is estimated to over $500,000 per year
with a very short payback periods, generally ranging from as
short as just a couple weeks up to 12 to 18 months.
In addition, many times utility rebate programs exist which
can offset the capital costs associated with implementing
energy efficiency projects. This is identified early in the
audit process, to enable utilities to optimize their use of such
programs to fund some or all of their projects.
A highly prominent example of a quick win relates to
lighting. DC Water uses more than one megawatt of power
in lighting facilities, extremely high compared to the one to
one and a half kilowatts we use in our homes. By converting
to more efficient lighting and ballasts, and installing motion
sensors that turns the lights on and off based on when the
facilities are being occupied, energy consumption could be
significantly decreased resulting in several hundred thousand
dollars in energy savings.

Discussion
A. Data and Project Analyses
Once the Quick Wins were brought forward, the remaining
opportunities go through an intial screening by looking at
financial metrics such as initial capital cost, payback period
or return on investment (depending on client preference). In
addition, many times ease of implementation and alignment
with organizational strategies are also an important
consideration. The potential project opportunites which
pass this test are then developed further, to better quantify
these metrics before they are presented in the Project
Prioritization Workshop.
As part of this effort, a further look at renewable energy
was conducted, such as the use of wind turbines, solar
power or small hydro by recovering excess energy from the
hydraulic profile. Larger wind turbines were not practical at
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Blue Plains, since it is in the flight path for Reagan National
Airport. While these devices could be used at some of
the other facilities, the amount of wind energy generation
potential at these locations was not sufficient to provide
a reasonable payback period. Solar energy is a viable
alternative and installation of solar panels at one DC Water
facility (to start with) is one of the recommendations. Rebates
and financial incentives make that alternative financially
attractive, and the positive public perception associated with
DC Water’s use of renewable energy further strength the case
for solar. Micro turbines in the flow stream at Blue Plains
are a possibility, and could be placed just downstream of
the effluent filters where the water quality is expected to be
good. One of the challenges however is how to best combine
the (over 80) individual effluent pipes into a smaller number
that would make this option more attractive.
B. Project Prioritization Workshop
In this Workshop, identified project opportunities that
meet the appropriate financial and implemet-ability criteria
are presented to the group. Each potential opportunity is
explained in sufficient detail to enable the group to then
prioritize them. Many times, the priorization process entails
rating the projects based on different criteria and seeing
how their ranking changes (i.e. ease of implementation to
determine what can be done most readily to demonstrate
success, low capital cost if funds are limited, or payback
period/return on investment if that metric is most
important to the organization in terms of prioritizing
project opportunities for implementation. An interactive
prioritization tool was used to manage and prioritize
the various projects in an interactive fashion during this
Workshop.
As part of this process, more 40 potential project
opportunities totaling over $3 million in annual savings were
identified. The top projects identified offer the potential to
save an annual $2M with paybacks of 12-18 months. These
projects generally fell into the following categories:
• Capital Projects, which require detailed design and
construction contract development.
• Procedural/Programmatic Activities, such as development
of Standard Operating Procedures, such as in the areas of
use of high efficiency or premium motors, or modifying
building thermostat set points.
• Maintenance, related activities, such as installation of
power monitoring to enable equipment operating in
parallel to be compared, to see if any individual device
may be operating out of standard performance, and
consuming extra power (e.g. on a pump, due to a clogged
line or broken impeller).
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To further effect organizational change, it was also
recommended that the regular reviews of ongoing projects
be held from an energy perspective; this would be most
appropriate for projects in the planning and design
phases. Many times, capital cost, operational flexibility,
reliability or redundancy tend to be the drivers for how a
project progresses from the study phase, through design
and construction. However, in the new world of energy
management, a look at the impacts of energy on cost,
operations, etc. is just as important. As is commonly known,
the greatest ability to impact a project is in the early phases,
and this is where the value associated with reviews from an
energy perspective can be most impactful.

Results
A.Conceptual Design Of Long-Term Potential Project
Opportunities
The projects selected from the Project Prioritization
Workshop to move forward into conceptual design generally
fall into one of the three categories noted above. These
consist of the following measures:
• Motor replacement: Standard motors can have a motor
efficiency which is up to 10% lower than that of a
premium efficiency types. Typically the delta in motor
efficiency is the highest for motors with a relatively
low capacity and vice versa. In addition premium type
motors can have a significantly higher power factor. The
combination of both can result in efficiency gains up to
30%, particularly if the existing motor has been rewound.
• Replacement of the air cooled chiller condenser with a
water cooled type. The more stable condenser temperature
will result in a chiller efficiency gain. The preferred water
source is the process water (final effluent) system, treated
appropriately
• Solar Photovoltaic Arrays: With potential roof and land
availability for just under 500 kW, DC Water has the
potential to reduce their long term energy bills and utilize
a zero-carbon energy source.
• Raising the water levels on suction side of certain pumps
was also identified as a potential opportunity. Since
horsepower consumption is proportional to pumping
head, raising the suction level reduces horsepower. Where
implemented, certain operational strategies must be
modified to mitigate potential adverse impacts.
• Implementing an energy dashboard into DC Water’s overall
control system. This would reinforce the cultural change
and raise the awareness of the importance of energy
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management in DC Water’s day-to-day activities, and
would show the respective organizational goals and realtime progress toward those goals.
The delineation of annual identified cost savings by category
are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Lighting:  32%
Equipment Optimization:  30%
Renewable Energy:  25%
Process Modifications and Equipment Substitution:  13%

B. Energy Savings Plan
DC Water is evaluating the changes it will ultimately make,
and the findings from the Energy Savings Plan will be an
important consideration as DC Water develops its ultimate
path forward. But through consistent process improvements,
employee engagement and training and equipment
adjustments, DC Water will have significant opportunities
to positively impact energy usage and thus decrease energy
costs. In addition, the projects identified would reduce
DC Water’s carbon footprint by nearly 10%, a significant
reduction from a leading utility in our Nation’s Capital.

Conclusions
In conclusion, realizing energy savings and carbon
reductions starts with developing a baseline for the energy
consumption of existing facilities, followed by opportunity
identification, and developing a plan for implementation.
Realizing the desired results requires both implementing
technical solutions as well as changing the culture of the
organization.
The adoption of an energy savings mentality and the
embracing of that culture starts with the technical findings
which can quantify the potential savings and show discrete
measures to move that forward. However, the organizational
change is also a cultural change, which starts with the
message being clearly articulated at the top, as DC Water
has done, and then being embraced throughout the
organization, particularly on the front lines where daily
decisions can impact energy consumption. It also requires
a passionate advocate for change, the individual that keeps
the possibilities in front of the group and challenges them
to improve. In the case of DC Water, this is the Energy
Manager.
1 Ernest Jolly is the Energy Manager for DC Water. At the time
of this work, Bert Wellens was the project’s technical lead with
MWH in Chicago, and Rich Atoulikian the Project Manager for
MWH in Cleveland. Mr. Atoulikian is currently with HDR in
Cleveland Ohio.
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Columbus Hosts Fourth Annual Central Ohio
Children’s Water Festival
In Celebration of National Drinking Water Week
the Columbus Department of Public Utilities
(DPU) welcomed 650 fifth-grade students to their
Dublin Road complex on May 5th to learn about
water and the importance of this valuable resource
in their lives.

One student assisted the Mayor as time keeper
while the Mayor motivated the rest of the students
to cheer Mike Spriggs, Pat Crumley and Bruce
Farley on to a very fast tapping time under the big
tent of just over one minute.

Columbus Mayor Michael Coleman and Council
member Eileen Paley were introduced by Division
of Power and Water (DOPW’s) Administrator Rick
Westerfield – and they then gave the students a
fitting welcome. DPU Director Tatyana Arsh was
also on hand to help greet the students.
The Mayor also served as the master of ceremonies
for a performance by the Columbus pipe-tapping
team.

Columbus Tapping Team celebrates its successful
pipe tap with students at the Water Festival.

The 650 fifth graders traveled to the Water
Festival from around the City of Columbus and
from a few surrounding suburbs:

Mayor Coleman encourages a Columbus Tapping Team member.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Worthington Park, Worthington,
Norwich Elementary, Hilliard,
Maryland Elementary, Bexley,
Central College Magnet, Westerville,
Longfellow Magnet, Westerville,
Watkins Elementary, Columbus,
Oakland Park Elementary, Columbus,
Highland Elementary, Columbus,
Siebert Elementary, Columbus and
Olde Orchard Elementary, Columbus.
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In the morning half of the students, in groups
of 40, were given an overview of the Columbus
DOPW’s extensive source, treatment and
distribution systems in 10-15 minute segments
from several DOPW professionals:
•

Lorraine Winters and Summer Hawkins
discussed the location and nature of source
waters for the three water plants,

•

Matt Steele and Michele Humphrey
demonstrated the types of treatment that
are used at DOPW’s water plants to produce
drinking water for the students and other
customers,

•

Danella Pettenski and Cindi Fitzpatrick
demonstrated how Columbus’ drinking water
is conveyed from the three water plants to the
students’ schools and homes, and

•

Tony Kohler and Scott Lockhart shared with
the students an interesting history of drinking
water in Columbus and the surrounding
central Ohio area.

The other half of the students, in groups of 20,
interacted with presenters at three of the fifteen
half-hour, hands-on workshops – learning about
the irreplaceable resource of water and how it
impacts our lives:
1. Carolyn Watkins, Ohio EPA Office of
Environmental Education
2. Stephanie Mathews and Kathi Alleman,
Brown and Caldwell
3. Dale Kocarek, Ohio WEA
4. Daniel Kopec, Ohio EPA Division of
Surface Water
5. Mark Eppich, Columbus DPU
6. Al Parker, Canoe Creation
7. Tammy McConnell, Ohio EPA Division of
Materials and Waste Management
8. David Rutter and intern, MORPC
9. Stacia Eckenwiler, Columbus DPU
1. Stacy Law, Keep Columbus Beautiful
11. Allison Shaw, Metroparks
12. Linda Slattery and Barb Lubberger, Ohio
EPA Division of Drinking and Ground
Waters
13. Hunter Kelly and Chris Dundon,
Columbus DPU
14. Linda Pettit, Franklin SWCD
15. Dona Rhea, Delaware SWCD.
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During lunch Columbus Council President
Anthony Ginther had the students howling and
cheering in the large lower-level garage at DPU’s
910 Dublin Road complex. He engaged the
Columbus and suburban students in a contest of
who had the most school spirit. A proud product
of the Columbus school system Council President
Ginther suggested it was like coming home.

DOPW Administrator Dr. Rick Westerfield introduces
Columbus Council President Anthony Ginther to the
650 fifth graders.

In the afternoon the two groups of 325 students
switched sides of the Dublin Road site so each
fifth grader was able to participate in everything
the Columbus DPU 2011 Water Festival had to
offer.
Several individuals served as key coordinators for
this 2011 Central Ohio Children’s Water Festival:
•

Anita Musser of DPU coordinated both
Columbus staff participation and site
preparation – providing an amazing setting
for this event;

•

Andrea Kilbourne of Ohio EPA lined up
and coordinated presenters of the fifteen
half-hour, hands-on workshops – giving the
students a keen awareness of the precious
nature of water;

continued on page 54
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continued from page 53 - Water Festival

•

Holly Kaloz of Ohio EPA obtained and coordinated a
large number of volunteers from the Agency – keeping
alive the tradition of Ohio EPA initially establishing this
great event for central Ohio children;

•

Robin Liss of MWH coordinated extensively with the
teachers to arrange for the 650 fifth graders to attend
this wonderful event, and made sure the buses were
unloaded and loaded safely and in an orderly manner;

•

Cindy Jacobsen of Malcolm Pirnie coordinated the more
than 40 adult volunteers from among the organization
who also providing funding contributions – making
sure the students’ visit to the Water Festival was both
enjoyable and safe;

•

•

Linda Pettit of the Franklin Soil and Water Conservation
District administered the Water Festival’s funding so
invitations could be extended to City of Columbus
students and the event could be held at Columbus DPU’s
910 Dublin Road complex; and
Bernie Bouman of B&N, Jim Hays of Malcolm Pirnie and
Tim Wolfe of MWH helped secure some of the funding
for this year’s Water Festival.

Ohio EPA created and then organized the Central Ohio
Children’s Water Festival for the first two years. Without
the ability to accept contributions the Agency was unable
to include City of Columbus students who require funding
for their buses. Over $10,000 was raised by professional
engineering firms and other organizations providing
technical services in central Ohio so City of Columbus
students could be included, and to help make it possible to
once again hold the Water Festival at Columbus DPU’s 910
Complex. The 910 complex is an ideal setting for this event
since Columbus DPU sponsors the Water Festival and the
students could also see DPU’s large Dublin Road Water Plant
in the near background.
A big thank you goes out to the following organizations that
helped contribute funding as part of making the 2011 Water
Festival a reality:

Ohio WEA, B&N, CH2MHill, Malcolm Pirnie,
URS, MWH, CDM, Chester, EMH&T, Kokosing,
Resource International, Stantec, Rainey
Collector Wells, AEC, B&C, Dynotec, HDR, ms
Consultants and 360 Water.

Annual Conference Highlights
Richard Lorenz Awarded Fuller Award
Richard Lorenz was awarded AWWA’s highest Ohio section
award at the Fuller award breakfast at ACE11 in Washington
DC. Dick was recognized for his distinguished service in the
water supply field in commemoration of sound engineering
skill, brilliant diplomatic talent, and constructive leadership
of men and women in the association.
Dick is currently Water Utility Manager for the City of
Westerville. Dick is a published author is the field of
Limnology, Microbiology, and Ecology and has presented
many conference paper which were later published in
the Water Quality Technical Proceedings. Dick served
on the Department of Agriculture Concentrated Animal
Feeding Facility Advisory Committee, Ohio EPA Operator
Certification Advisory Council for Water And Wastewater,
and the State of Ohio Water Resources Council Advisory
Board.
Dick has been married for 30 years and has 2 grown
daughters.
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Dick Lorenz (Left) awarded Fuller Award by National President Joe Matua
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Michael Schock Awarded the 2011 A.P. Black Award
Michael Schock, a research
chemist for the U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA), has
demonstrated outstanding
research contributions
to water supply at a high
scientific level. As an
environmental chemist
he has contributed highly
significant work to drinking
Michael Schock, A.P. Black winner
water research, with an
Photo by David Plank/AWWA
emphasis on internal
corrosion and scaling within distribution systems.
His contributions have found their way into
national policy, utility practice and the work of
other scientists.
Mike was not available to receive his award at
AWWA’s Opening General Session at ACE11 in
Washington, DC, on June 21. However, Mike
was the featured speaker during the Technical
Education Council’s opening session that
afternoon.

Mike stated that government and the water
industry need to find a way to support more
basic research. An agency is necessary to conduct
fundamental research that is needed to fill in
essential data gaps for predictive modeling. Mike
stressed to the audience that he was speaking for
himself and not USEPA. He said that the wide
variability in local water conditions makes it
impossible for current predictive models to offer
adequate guidance for water managers. Lead
research, he added, is one area where such basic
research would be helpful.
Another question facing water scientists is how
to train and educate researchers outside the
academic world.
Mike stated that research could be helpful in
heading off potential problems that may be posed
by the increasing emphasis on water conservation.
Water standing in distribution systems longer can
lead to more deposition. Mike stressed that what
matters first is the quality of water at the tap.

H2Ohio Top Ops Team Earned Third Place
The city of Palm Coast, representing the Florida
Section, earned the top spot in this year’s
competition after reigning in the 2009 Top
Ops contest but fell to third place in last year’s
competition after placing in the top two from

2005 to 2009. Tacoma (WA) Water of the Pacific
Northwest Section took second place. H2Ohio
from the city of Columbus earned third place for
the Ohio Section.

AWWA members meet with House Speaker
AWWA members visited House Speaker John Boehner
as part of the congressional visit program during AWWA’s
Annual Conference and Exposition in Washington, D.C.
Pictured on the Speaker’s balcony overlooking the National
Mall are (left to right) Bert Tracy of Golden Valley, Minn.;
Dave Weihrauch of Oxford, Ohio; Mike Marino of Buffalo,
N.Y.; Faye Cossins of Cincinnati; Martha Schwendeman of
Dayton, Ohio; House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio; Bob
Davis of Warren, Ohio; Ken Beasley of Dayton, Ohio; and
Uma Vempati of Minneapolis. Photo by Tommy Holmes/
AWWA
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Approved Capacity Webcast Series – Recordings Available Online
Did you miss the webcast series on approved
capacity? Two different sessions are available for
you to view on the Ohio EPA website at www.
epa.ohio.gov/ddagw/pws.aspx#engineering.
The first session covers: the purpose and
benefits of the approved capacity document;
some key definitions; essential chemicals and
redundancy requirements; how to determine
the limiting component using the equivalent
maximum-day concept; basis of design tables;
and planning requirements/water production

The approved capacity document is available on
the Ohio EPA website listed above, along with
some questions and answers and a worksheet to
help small systems complete the water production
projections.

Stage 2 Compliance Deadlines Approaching
Updates to the Disinfectants/Disinfection
Byproducts (D/DBP) rule will modify existing
monitoring for Total Trihalomethanes (TTHM)
and Haloacetic Acids, five (HAA5) (refer to Ohio
Administrative Code (OAC) rule 3745-81-24(D)).
The rule attempts to further limit potential health
effects from disinfectants and their byproducts in
the distribution system.
TTHM and HAA5 continue to form in the
distribution system, so concentrations in the
drinking water may vary significantly from one
point to another. TTHM and HAA5 levels are
typically higher in surface water systems because
surface waters usually contain higher DBP
precursor levels and require stronger disinfection.
Limiting the levels of DBPs in your water system
may require you to adjust your current operations,
such as: making operational improvements at the
plant or in the distribution system; modifying
current treatment operations to remove more DBP
precursors; or upgrading or installing treatment.
• Public water systems serving populations of
50,000 or larger will begin monitoring under
the new rules on Jan. 1, 2012.
• Water systems serving a population of less than
50,000 begin monitoring Jan. 1, 2013.
• Water systems with populations below
50,000 that buy or sell to a water system
with a population greater than 50,000 begin
monitoring Jan. 1, 2012.
The number of sampling locations and frequency
of monitoring for the new rules is based on
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projections. Session two covers how to determine
the approved capacity of water-supply sources,
water treatment plants (WTPs) and source/WTP
systems.

source water type and population. To determine
your water system requirements, refer to OAC
rule 3745-81-24(D)(6). Systems that submitted
an Initial Distribution System Evaluation (IDSE)
report chose monitoring locations for TTHM and
HAA5 as part of this reporting process. Water
systems that did not submit an IDSE report, or
that received an IDSE waiver (either a very small
system waiver or a 40/30 certification), may be
able to continue monitoring at the location(s)
where TTHM and HAA5 samples have historically
been collected. Some systems may need additional
or different locations to comply with Stage 2
TTHM and HAA5 monitoring requirements.
All public water systems must develop and
maintain a sample monitoring plan. Surface
water systems must submit a copy of their sample
monitoring plan to Ohio EPA. Guidance on
completing a sample monitoring plan will be
available soon on our website at www.epa.ohio.
gov/ddagw/ddbp.aspx. Minimum information
required as part of the plan includes monitoring
locations (both a location address and a unique
monitoring point code) and monitoring date(s).
Quarterly monitoring is now required to be
spaced 90 days apart. Regular sample collection
provides a more accurate representation of the
water quality. A (+/-) five-day range of every 90
days is allowed, as long as samples are collected in
each calendar quarter.
Similarly, monthly total organic carbon samples
(for surface water systems only) are now required
every 30 days. A range of (+/-) three days is
allowed as long as samples are collected during
each calendar month.
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All samples for TTHM and HAA5 must be collected under
normal operating conditions: the conditions representative
of the water typically delivered to consumers. Refer to OAC
rule 3745-81-01 for the complete definition and examples.
An early warning system to alert water systems to a
potential MCL exceedance was included as part of the rule
updates, and referred to as Operational Evaluation Levels
(OELs). OELs are based on the results of three quarters

of monitoring, and will allow water systems to make
operational adjustments before exceeding an MCL. More
information regarding OELs will be available soon on Ohio
EPA’s Division of Drinking and Ground Waters website.
For questions, please contact Sarah Byerly at sarah.byerly@
epa.ohio.gov or (614) 644-2752.

Total Dissolved Solids Water Quality Standard and New Public Water Systems
As a result of new drinking water health standards, Ohio
EPA has been working with several public water systems
(PWS) to address ways to manage the residual total dissolved
solids (TDS) pollutants removed with new treatment. Water
treatment plants considering installation of membrane
filtration, reverse osmosis or ion exchange will need to also
consider the impacts of directly discharging the residual
to surface waters or indirectly into a wastewater treatment
plant.
Total dissolved solids refer to any minerals, salts, metals,
cations or anions dissolved in water. TDS are comprised of
inorganic salts (principally calcium, magnesium, potassium,
sodium, bicarbonates, chlorides and sulfates) and some small
amounts of organic matter that are dissolved in water. These
dissolved solids in surface waters originate from natural
sources, sewage, urban run-off and industrial wastewater.
Ohio’s current water quality standard for TDS to protect
aquatic life is 1,500 mg/L. The standard to protect public
water supplies is 500 mg/L. The standard for public water
supplies applies within 500 yards of an intake. Attaining TDS
levels in Ohio streams has not been an issue until recently
because proposals for discharges from water

treatment plants, shale gas fracture water and coal mining are
requesting unusually high concentrations of TDS.
Complicating this issue even more is recent information
suggesting that Ohio’s existing TDS aquatic life standard
(1,500 mg/L) is not protective of sensitive species. Ohio EPA
is reviewing available data regarding the toxicity of individual
ions on aquatic species. Ohio is using its large historical
field data set to develop safe ion concentrations for aquatic
communities. Recommendations on a revised standard are
expected within the next year.
Early in the design process, anyone considering updating
or installing a PWS needs to consider the water body or
sewer system into which the wastewater will be discharging.
The disposal of TDS as well as suspended solids, organic
matters, radionuclides, polymer, lime, arsenic, desalination
concentrates, or other residuals is as important in design
considerations as the selection of drinking water treatment.
It is critical to plan ahead and talk with the Ohio EPA
Division of Drinking and Ground Waters and Division of
Surface Water early in the process. When talking with the
appropriate Ohio EPA district office about your project, make
sure to convey any significant scheduling or construction
time frames.

Optimum Fluoride Levels Unchanged
In January 2011, U.S. EPA and the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) released new information
regarding the optimum fluoride levels to combat tooth decay
while minimizing unwanted health effects, such as fluorosis.
The CDC has proposed a recommended dose of 0.7 mg/L
of fluoride, rather than the recommended range (0.7 to 1.2
mg/L). They also proposed elimination of the variable dose
recommendations based on geographical location, since
water intake is not assumed to be as variable as previously

thought due to air conditioning and other factors. This new
recommendation was open for comments and is not yet final.
In Ohio, the current required range of 0.8 to 1.3 mg/L for
public water systems serving 5,000 or more is mandated by
statute in the Ohio Revised Code (ORC). Whether or not the
final recommendation from the CDC is different from the
ORC, Ohio public water systems must continue to maintain
fluoride according to levels specified in state statute, unless
the dosage is changed by the Ohio legislature.
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Harmful Algal Blooms: New Resources Available
In the past two editions of this newsletter,
Ohio EPA described the types of cyanobacteria
(also referred to as blue-green algae) that were
responsible for the harmful algal blooms (HABs) of
2010 and discussed which algal toxins were found
in sources of drinking water. The severity of HABs
in 2010 led to the formation of an interagency
workgroup to develop guidance for upcoming
algal bloom seasons in Ohio. The list below
shows documents the workgroup developed, and
additional HAB-related information available on
Ohio EPA’s HAB website for public water systems
at www.epa.ohio.gov/ddagw/HAB.aspx.
•
		
		
		
		
•
•
•
•
•

Ohio HAB response strategy, including:
- screening and assessment;
- algal toxin monitoring;
- algal toxin thresholds; and,
- public notice requirements
Online HAB report form
White paper on algal toxin treatment
Algaecide application fact sheet
Bloom characterization photo gallery
Additional educational information

Ohio EPA is encouraging water systems to:
Keep an eye on your source water and inspect the
intake regularly. If a bloom is suspected, fill out
the HAB bloom report on our website, contact
your district office inspector, or contact the PWS
HAB coordinator, Heather Raymond, at 614-6442752 or HABmailbox@epa.ohio.gov.
Purchase a rapid field test kit. The tube version is
easy to use, relatively inexpensive (approximately
$140 for 36 tubes), and suitable for screening
finished drinking water, as it has a calibrant near
the drinking water threshold level. Rapid field test
kits may eliminate the need for toxin sampling.
If the source water has a history of toxinproducing cyanobacteria blooms, conduct your
own toxin monitoring and share the information
with Ohio EPA. While Ohio EPA is prepared to
monitor if necessary, we believe a partnership
between the water system and Ohio EPA will be
most beneficial for both.
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HAB Response Strategy
The strategy outlines how state agencies will
respond to cyanobacteria blooms for both
recreation waters and drinking water sources.
Chapter 5 provides algal toxin monitoring
guidance for public water systems (PWS).
The monitoring guidance is based on a tiered
approach, including bloom observation, screening,
and if necessary, algal toxin monitoring.
Since algal toxins are not currently regulated,
public water systems are not required to conduct
monitoring but are encouraged to do so. A
laboratory list and information about rapid field
test kits are also available on the HAB website.
Rapid field test kits may eliminate the need for
toxin sampling.
Ohio EPA will monitor for toxins if there is an
elevated risk of toxins in finished drinking water.
Factors Ohio EPA will consider when determining
if toxin monitoring is necessary include: bloom
severity and proximity to the public water system
intake; whether or not the PWS is using advanced
treatment and it is working properly; the raw
water quality characteristics; any reported human
illnesses or animal deaths likely connected to
the reservoir and/or finished drinking water; the
history of toxin-producing blooms for that water
source; and any additional screening information
available.
If algal toxin monitoring is determined necessary,
raw and finished water samples will be collected
and analyzed. Ohio EPA is prepared to perform
toxin monitoring when necessary, but water
systems are encouraged to do their own
monitoring. Ohio EPA can coordinate with the
public water system on obtaining toxin results.
Toxin data will be posted on Ohio EPA’s website.
Data from sampling conducted by the PWS will
only be posted on Ohio EPA’s website with the
agreement of the PWS. If data is not posted, a note
will be included on the website indicating the data
is available by contacting the PWS.
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If finished water detections exceed the proposed drinking water thresholds, a Tier 1 public notice will
be required. The following table summarizes the algal toxin thresholds and the associated public notice
use restrictions:

Tier 1 Public Notice
Use Restrictions
DO NOT DRINK WARNING
DO NOT USE WARNING

Toxin Level (μg/L)
Microcystin

Anatoxin-a

Cylindrospermopsin

Saxitoxin

1 - 20
> 20

20 - 300
> 300

1 - 20
> 20

0.2 - 3
>3

The “do not use” threshold values are the same as
the “no contact advisory” threshold values used for
recreational waters. Thresholds were established
based on the best available toxicological studies
available for each algal toxin. More information on
how the thresholds were established can be found
in Chapter 2 of the HAB response strategy.
Public notice templates that contain the
appropriate health effects language and use
restrictions are included in Appendix A and
will be provided to the system if required. The
PWS may end the public notification when the
algal toxin levels are below the drinking water
thresholds in two consecutive samples collected at
least 24 hours apart.
HAB Report Form
If you observe a cyanobacteria bloom on your
reservoir, please fill out the online bloom report
form at www.epa.ohio.gov/portals/35/hab/HAB_
Report_Form.pdf. Be sure to fill out the public
water system information on the second half of
the form. The information will help Ohio EPA
determine if algal toxin screening or monitoring
should be conducted.
Algal Toxin Treatment White Paper
The white paper on algal toxin treatment,
developed in conjunction with the Technology
Committee Ohio Section of the American
Water Works Association (AWWA), provides
information on how public water systems can
evaluate and optimize their treatment processes
for algal toxins. In general, the most effective
time to remove algal toxins is while they are still
encased within the intact algal cells. Toxins that
are released from the cells are much more difficult
to remove. The paper discusses: ways to optimize
conventional treatment for algal cell removal;
potential problems associated with pre-oxidation
and residuals handing; and effective advanced
treatment technologies for eliminating the most
common algal toxins.

Algaecide Application Fact Sheet
The algaecide application fact sheet provides a
brief overview of existing algaecide application
requirements, and makes recommendations to
help reduce the likelihood of release of algal toxins
into the source water. Water systems must notify
Ohio EPA if they intend to apply an algaecide
to their drinking water source. To minimize
algal toxin release, it is best to use algaecide as a
preventative measure prior to bloom development.
Algaecides should not be used to treat severe
toxin-producing cyanobacteria blooms.
Bloom Characterization Photo Gallery
The photo gallery includes pictures of
cyanobacteria blooms and other aquatic plants,
and green algae blooms that can be mistaken
for cyanobacteria blooms. Many of the photos
also contain information about the type of
cyanobacteria that caused the bloom, and the
toxin levels produced by the bloom.
Educational Information
Information about upcoming workshops at Ohio
State University’s Stone Laboratory is available on
the website. Ohio EPA also plans on developing
a web-based training on HABs that will be
submitted for contact hours. Check the Drinking
Water or HAB website for updates.
All resources listed above, as well any additional
ones developed, will be posted on Ohio EPA’s HAB
website for public water systems at www.epa.ohio.
gov/ddagw/HAB.aspx.
If you have any questions regarding HABs, please
contact the public water system HAB coordinator,
Heather Raymond, at (614) 644-2752 or e-mail
HABmailbox@epa.ohio.gov.
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2011 AWWA Committee Chairs
Awards and Recognition
Steve Heimlich
Avon Lake Utilities
440-933-3229
SHeimlichalmu@gmail.com

Membership
Danella Pettenski
City of Columbus
614-644-7677
ddpettenski@columbus.gov

Scholarship
Lorrie Brown
City of Dayton
937-333-6135
Lorrie.Brown@cityofdayton.org

By-Laws Review and Update
Brian Bisson
Aqua Ohio
330-397-0788
btbisson@aquaamerica.com

Newsletter
Larry Valentine
Water Consultant
330-328-2137
lvalentine@neo.rr.com

Section History - Co-chair
Doug Brookhart
Jones & Henry Engineers, Ltd.
419-473-9611
dbrookhart@jheng.com

Conference Management
Cliff Shrive
Stantec Consulting Services, Inc
513-842-8200
cliff.shrive@stantec.com

Nominating
Karen Hawkins
Fairborn Water Dept
937-754-3097
Karen.Hawkins@ci.fairborn.oh.us

Section History - Co-chair
Al Wansing
Champion City Consulting LLC
937-390-0955
AWansing@aol.com

MAC Exhibits 2011
Mark Raffenberg
Cincinnati Water Works
513-591-7863
Mark.Raffenberg@gcww.cincinnati-oh.gov

Operator Meritorious Service
(Treatment)
Rick Schantz
Village of Archbold
419-445-0293
Verrick@rtecexpress.net

Small Systems
TBD

Customer Service
Eric Ross
City of Fairborn Water
937-754-3097
Water@ci.fairborn.oh.us
Distribution
Jennifer Webster
Malcolm Pirnie, Inc
513-677-6859
jwebster@pirnie.com
Diversity
Susan Wilson
City of Columbus
614-645-1874
slwilson@columbus.gov
Education
Steve Heimlich
Avon Lake Utilities
440-933-3229
SHeimlichalmu@gmail.com
Finance and Audit
Joe Flahiff
Fremont Water Plant
419-332-2955
jmflahiff@fremontohio.org
Fuller Award
David Rager
Director Greater Cincinnati Water Works
513-591-7970
david.rager@gcww.cincinnati-oh.gov
Information Technology
TBD
Kenneth J. Miller
Debbie Metz
Greater Cincinnati Water Works
513-624-5658
Debbie.Metz@gccw.cincinnati.oh.gov
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Operator Meritorious Service
(Distribution)
Larry Huber
City of Lima
419-221-5175
larry.huber@cityhall.lima.oh.us
Public Affairs
Cliff Shrive
Stantec Consulting Services
513-842-8200
cliff.shrive@stantec.com
Research
Co-Chair
Keshia Kinney
City of Dayton
937-333-6054
keshia.kinney@cityofdayton.org
Research
Co-Chair
Tim Truman
City of Dayton
937-333-6048
tim.truman@daytonohio.gov
Richard F. Melick Award
Curtis Truss
OTCO
614-268-6826
curtis@ohiowater.org
Sadzewicz Award
Nancy Rice
Manager NEOEPA Drinking Water
330-963-1200
nancy.rice@epa.state.oh.us
Safety
Michele Humphrey
City of Columbus Div of Water
614-645-7691
mrhumphrey@columbus.gov

Strategic Plan
Melinda Raimann
Cleveland Division of Water
216-664-2444 ext 5638
melinda_raimann@clevelandwater.com
Tapping Contest
Mike Gradoville
A Y McDonald Mfg Co
513-252-8407
mgradoville@aymcdonald.com
Technical Program
Gina Hayes
Ohio EPA - SWDO
937-285-6118
gina.hayes@epa.state.oh.us
Technology
Richard Pohlman
Greater Cincinnati Water Works
513-624-5623
Richard.Pohlman@gcww.cincinnati-oh.gov
Top-Ops
Kevin Gleich
Columbus Division of Water
614-645-6559
kcgleich@columbus.gov
Water for People
Debbie Metz
Greater Cincinnati Water Works
513-624-5658
Debbie.Metz@gccw.cincinnati.oh.gov
Young Professionals
Robin Liss
MWH
614-324-2224
Robin.A.Liss@mwhglobal.com
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Council Chairs

Participating Organizations

Manufacturers/Associates
Council Chair
Ted Simmons
MSC Waterworks
513-942-2888
TSimmons@mscwaterworks.com

Ohio Rural Water
Kevin Strang
Executive Director
55 Whites Rd.
Zanesville, OH 43701
800-589-7985
ksorwa@aol.com

Water Utility Council
Dave Weihrauch
City of Oxford
513-523-1753

OTCO
Curtis L. Truss Jr.
3972 Indianola Ave.
Columbus, OH 43214
614-268-6826
614-268-3244 fax
curtis@ohiowater.org

W O R K S
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OWEA
1890 Northwest Blvd, Suite 210
Columbus, Ohio 43212
614-488-5800
614-488-5801 fax
Ohio WARN
Randy Gilbert
Montgomery County
937-781-2625
GilbertR@mcohio.org

Volunteers Make a Difference
We Cannot do it Without you!
The active participation of the Ohio
Section members has been a key
ingredient in our organization’s
success. Each member can make
a significant contribution.

Committees and corresponding chairs
are listed above. Please call the chair
listed, or list the area you are willing to
contribute your time, skills, and experience to benefit the entire membership.

Interested in getting involved?
Name
Phone
Title
Employer
Address

Please send the Willingness to
Serve form to:
Keshia Johnson
Cleveland Division of Water
1201 Lakeside Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44114
216-664-2444
216-664-3330 fax

City, State, Zip
Area of Interest
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Young Professional Committee of the Ohio Section
Judges Entries at the State Science Day
Hosted by The Ohio State University,
Columbus, at the French Field House
and St. John Arena, the 63rd Annual
State Science Fair was held on Saturday,
May 7th. Drawing upon a base of over
35,000 students at more than 1,000
local school science fairs, more than
1,150 students in grades 5-12 from
nearly 300 schools were evaluated at
the 2010 fair.
Among those entries, 22 applied for
judging of their projects by the Ohio
Section AWWA. These entries qualified
for consideration by being “outstanding
projects focusing on drinking water,
analytical techniques associated with
drinking water, and analyzing drinking
water, or other subjects of interest
concerning drinking water.” This
compared to 29 entries in 2010 vying
for the OAWWA Awards. A total of
$575 was awarded to winning entries
in three different divisions: Grades 5-6,
Grades 7-9 and Grades 10-12.

Sierra McCreary, of the AWWA Young
Professional Committee, had great
support in the judging of these entries.
Judges were Tony Kohler and daughter
Heather Kohler, Dan Barr, Ari Pandian,
Dan Freedman and Gina Hayes. Two
projects competed in the Grades 5-6
divison, fifteen projects competed
in the Grades 7-9 division, and five
competed in the Grades 10-12 division.
There were some very interesting
projects, and the judges enjoyed
listening to the bright students.
The Grades 5-6 award winners were:
Ms. Hiba Ahmad, Dayton Islamic
School, Beavercreek, 1st place ($50);
and Ms. Victoria A. Murnieks, Hylen
Souders ES, Galena, Honorable
Mention ($25). Project title for the 1st
place entry was Toxic tap water.
The Grades 7-9 award winners
were: Mr. Thomas M. Welkner, St.
Columban, Loveland, 1st place ($100);
Mr. Osama A. Alkhalili, Maumee Valley

Country Day, Toledo, 2nd place ($75);
and Mr. Brian D. Cabell, St. Thomas
More, Cincinnati, Honorable Mention
($50). Project title for the 1st place
entry was Water filtration: What would
you drink?
The Grades 10-12 award winners were:
Ms. Halle A. Miller, Columbia HS,
Columbia Station, 1st place ($150); Ms.
Jane Kim, Beaumont School, Cleveland
Heights, 2nd place ($75); Mr. Greogry
J. Raber, Louisville HS, Louisville,
Honorable Mention ($50). Project title
for the 1st place entry was Get the lead
out: Lead content of school drinking
water.
AWWA members interested in
becoming involved with the Young
Professional Committee may contact
the judging chair at McCrearySB@
bv.com or by calling Sierra McCreary at
614-473-0921 (Black & Veatch).
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6th Annual Water For People Fishing Event a Huge Success
Aqua Ohio hosted its 6th annual Water For People
Fishing Event at Evans Lake on May 14. Despite
the rain, nearly 150 people showed up along with
over 40 boats. New this year was a split the pot
fishing contest. The biggest northern pike was
35.5 inches; the biggest crappie was 15.75 inches;
and the biggest largemouth bass was 4.5 lbs.

The winners each received $53. Many thanks
to Stu Smith and Brian Bisson, WFP Committee
members, and Rick Martin, Aqua Ohio’s Source
Protection Technician, for putting in a long day.
It was worth it, as WFPs share after expenses was
$3,586!
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AWWA - WEF Fly In to Washington DC on April 5-6
This is the first year that WEF and AWWA performed the
Fly In jointly. WEF’s lead was their Government Affairs
Committee and AWWA’s was our Water Utilities Council.
Together they represented over 70,000 members and passed

our message of “Water Matters” across in an appropriate
manner. Dale Kocarek , OWEA President, and our Chair
Bob Davis were paired together in all congressional meetings
and made an excellent team.

Bob Davis, Dave Weihrauch, Marlay Price, Cliff Shrive, Melinda Raimann,
Mike Gradoville and Dave Rager represented the Ohio Section on the Fly-In.
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Avon Lake Municipal Utilities Hosts
Northeast Meeting on May 19th
About 155 members of the American
Water Works Association attended the
annual Spring meeting of Northeast
District on May 19th at Avon Lake
Municipal Utilities.
The day began with staff guided tours
of the Avon Lake Water Filtration Plant,
which is considered one of the most
modern water treatment facilities on
Lake Erie. Registration, lunch, and
technical sessions were held at the

Ahern Catering & Banquet Center on
Avon Belden Road, Avon Lake.
Nancy Rice, Environmental Manager of
the Division of Drinking and Ground
Waters, Twinsburg Office, Ohio EPA
gave the assembled water industry
professionals an update on EPA water
management regulations. Timothy
Wolfe, Vice President, MWH Americas,
Inc., consulting engineers, provided an
update on EPA guidelines for master
planning demonstration studies for

A S S O C I A T I O N

NW

NE

SW

SE

water systems. Technical sessions on
disinfection by-product compliance,
and the uses and benefits of activated
carbon for achieving higher levels of
drinking water quality, wound up the
day’s events.
Chief Utilities Executive Todd
Danielson accepted an award and
thanks, on behalf of ALMU, for hosting
the meeting from NE District Chair,
George Sendrey.

Operator Joe Beluschak briefs AWWA
visitors on Avon Lake Water Plant’s
dual cell filter operation.

Plant Operator Les Ester briefs
AWWA visitors on the operation of one
of four water sedimentation basins.

Water industry professionals get an
overview of ALMU’s modern water
treatment laboratory from Chief Lab
Analyst Ted Popiel (far right).

Operator Mike Brass demonstrates the
water plant’s Supervisory Control And
Data Acquisition computer system for
AWWA visitors.

Plant Manager Steve Heimlich (far
right) poses with a group of AWWA
professionals that toured the Avon
Lake water plant on May 19.

Timothy Wolfe, Vice President, MWH
Americas, Inc., gave AWWA professionals an EPA guideline update
during lunch and technical sessions
held at the Ahern Catering & Banquet
Center.
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Advanced Degree/Continuing Education Scholarship Awards
The scholarship program was created in an effort to give back to the individuals who support the water industry and the
American Water Works Association. It is designed to encourage water industry related education through scholarship.

The Scholarship Committee congratulates the 2011 Scholarship Winners:
Mengling Yi Stuckham, First Place $2000 award
The Ohio State University

Patrick Turnbull, Second Place $1000 award
Wright State University

Kyle Bohland, Third Place $750 award
The Ohio State University

Water Distribution Committee Report
The Distribution Committee recently
toured the Clow Water Systems
Company manufacturing plant in
Coshocton, Ohio, on June 8th where
ductile iron pipe and fittings have been
manufactured for over 100 years. It
was a very informative tour and made
us all appreciate the climate controlled
offices we work in especially during
these hot summer months!
We are always looking for new
members to join us. Please consider
attending one of our upcoming
meetings that are held on the third
Wednesday of the month (a mix
of conference calls and in-person
meetings). For more information about
attending our meetings or becoming
a member, please contact any of the
committee officers noted below.
Committee Website is at: http://
www.ohiowater.org/oawwa/oawwa/
committees/Distribution/default.htm
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Current Committee Officers:
Jennifer Webster, Chair (513) 677-6859 jennifer.webster@arcadis-us.com
Keith Nutter, Vice-Chair (440) 255-3984 x212 kenutter@aquaamerica.com
Joe Capan, Secretary (330) 872-5656 waterdist@ci.newtonfalls.oh.us
Dan Barr, Past Chair (614) 459-2050 dan.barr@burgessniple.com
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Announcements
Dr. Timothy Wolfe has been named Water Practice Leader within the Technology Practice Group
MWH is pleased to announce
Dr. Timothy A. Wolfe, P.E.
BCEE, has been named
Americas Water Practice
Leader within the Technology
Practice Group. In this role,
Dr. Wolfe will guide Americas
ETS initiatives in branding,
marketing, mentoring,
quality management and risk
management for one of the
company’s core practices –
water treatment.
Known inside MWH for consistently providing quality
service to water treatment clients, Dr. Wolfe has focused
his career on providing those clients technical, regulatory
and political support in a comprehensive and cost-effective
manner. “We owe it to our clients to get the best information
on the table so they can make informed decisions,” said Dr.
Wolfe. “I look forward to helping guide this practice as we
deliver that information to our clients.”   He will continue to
reside in Columbus, Ohio where he has served as the firm’s
location manager for the past six years.
“I’m excited to have Tim on board in this important role
within the Technology Group,” said Bill Swanson, Director of
the Technology Practice Group. “His passion and knowledge
of clean water needs and industry innovations will help drive
this practice forward. While Dr. Wolfe’s responsibilities and
influence within MWH will increase, his focus will continue
to be on providing stellar water treatment services to our
clients.”
Dr. Wolfe joined MWH in 1993 when Havens & Emerson
became part of Montgomery Watson. He served for ten
years as the Northeast water practice leader before returning
his focus to the Ohio region as a client service manager. He
received his Ph.D. in Sanitary Engineering from Iowa State
University in 1981. Dr. Wolfe stays current on emerging
regulations and treatment technologies through his active
involvement in several professional organizations, including
AWWA, WEF, ASCE, Chi Epsilon and Sigma Xi. He has
delivered countless presentations and authored many
articles, and is always willing to share ideas that enhance
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the overall water community of our clients, colleagues and
fellow consultants. Dr. Wolfe has been recognized by several
professional organizations for his dedicated service over the
years – including being the recipient of AWWA Honorary
Member and Fuller awards.

Dick Pohlman Retired from
the Greater Cincinnati Water
Works
Dick Pohlman retired
from the City of
Cincinnati on May 31,
2011. Dick began his
career with the Greater
Cincinnati Water
Works as a laboratory
technician in 1980.
Over the next 31 years,
through his hard work
and dedication Dick
worked his way up the
ladder in the Water
Quality and Treatment
Division from a
technician, through the
chemist classifications,
and eventually to
become the Treatment Supervisor of Cincinnati’s 240 MGD
Richard Miller Treatment Plant. Along the way Dick earned
his Bachelor’s degree and Ohio Class 2,3, and 4 Water
Supply Licenses.
Dick has been highly involved with the Ohio Section of
AWWA serving on and eventually chairing the Technology
Committee, and is the past Chair of the Southwest District.
Dick was one of the pioneers founding the Top-Ops
competition in Ohio. He has also been a big supporter of
continued learning as an instructor for several OTCO classes
as well as teaching classes at Cincinnati State Technical
College. Dick has also been the recipient of ORSANCO’s
Distinguished Operator Award.
Although Dick’s expertise and dedication will be sorely
missed by GCWW, they truly wish him well as he begins the
next stage of his life.
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Announcements
HDR Announces Richard Atoulikian
as its Water Business Group’s Vice
President
HDR, a leading architecture,
engineering and consulting firm,
is pleased to announce Richard
Atoulikian, PMP, P.E., BCEE as
the Water Business Group’s Vice
President, Northeast Area Client
Service Manager. Rich is based
in the firm’s Cleveland, Ohio
office.
Rich’s role will involve pursuing
and delivering water and wastewater planning and design
projects in the Northeast U.S. Prior to joining HDR, Rich
was employed by MWH in Cleveland for 34 years, including
serving as Director of Project Management for 7 years. He
has extensive experience in the environmental engineering
field and has been involved in water and wastewater
pumping and treatment projects for his entire career, for
both public and private clients, including major projects
in Cleveland, Boston, Detroit, St. Louis, Indianapolis,
Washington DC, Tampa, and Puerto Rico. Rich has authored
over 30 papers including one most recently for DC Water on
energy audits for water/wastewater utilities, featured in this
month’s OAWWA newsletter.
Rich is currently registered as a Professional Engineer in
11 states, including Ohio and is a member of American
Academy of Environmental Engineers, American Society of
Civil Engineers, American Water Works Association, Project
Management Institute, and Water Environment Federation.
He received Master and Bachelor of Science degrees in Civil
Engineering from Cleveland State University.
HDR has been part of the East Coast business landscape
since it opened its Alexandria, Virginia office in 1969.
Now, over 2,000 HDR professionals provide a full range of
architecture and engineering services from offices in Ohio,
Pennsylvania, New York, West Virginia, Virginia, New Jersey,
Maryland, Florida, Georgia, Maine, Massachusetts, and
North and South Carolina.
HDR is an employee-owned architectural, engineering and
consulting firm with more than 7,800 professionals in more
than 185 locations worldwide. All of them are committed
to helping clients manage complex projects and make sound
decisions. Learn more at hdrinc.com.

Milton “Mo” Eichman Retires
from Tipp City
Mo Eichman, Tipp City
Utilities Director, retired on
March 4 after completing 32
years of public service. A
retirement party in his honor
was held at the Government
Center. Mo was hired by Tipp
City on July 1, 1985, after
having served as the Service
Director of Minerva and
prior to that as administrator
of Springfield’s municipal
industrial pretreatment
program.
Mo is a native of Springfield, Ohio, having graduated from
Springfield South HS in 1966. He served in the US Navy
from 1967-1972, and upon his discharge, he continued his
education, obtaining an Associate Degree in Applied Science
from Hocking Technical College in 1974. Following in his
father’s and grandfather’s footsteps, Mo then worked for in
Springfield’s water and wastewater divisions for the next
eight years, and continued his education, receiving a BS in
Industrial/Environmental Technology from Bowling Green
State University in 1976. In 1988, Mo earned a Masters
Degree, Public Administration, from Central Michigan
University. Mo also holds dual Class III Water/Wastewater
OEPA certifications.
His career at Tipp City has seen the village grow to city
status, nearly doubling the 1985 count of 6,000 residents.
At the time of his retirement, Mo was responsible for a staff
of 24 full time employees and 5 part-time personnel. During
his tenure, a second water tower was constructed, and a new
third tower is currently under construction. He oversaw
the construction of a state-of-the-art membrane water plant
as part of the Northern Area Water Authority (NAWA)
agreement with the city of Vandalia.
Mo and his wife reside in Tipp City, where they have raised
three children, now all grown and on their own. Retirement
will see Mo involved in other endeavors, including an
interest in commercial wind energy. However, Mo is
emphatic that there will be ample time for his hobbies of
wood working, hunting ducks and pheasants, and walking
their two Labrador retrievers.
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Announcements

Jennifer Frommer
Announced as HDR
Senior Project Manager
HDR, a leading
architecture,
engineering and
consulting firm,
is pleased to
announce Jennifer
Frommer, P.E.,
as Senior Project
Manager and
Vice President
in the Water
Business Group in
Columbus, Ohio.
Jennifer’s role will include both business development and
project management of water and wastewater planning and
design projects with focus in Ohio. Jennifer has fifteen years’
experience in consulting civil engineering including ten years
with W. E. Stilson Consulting Group in Columbus, serving as
Vice President and Municipal Services Project Manager. She
has extensive experience in the environmental engineering
field and has been involved in water distribution, wastewater
collection, and water and wastewater treatment projects
for her entire career, for both public and private clients,
including multi-year service as City Engineer for several
jurisdictions in Ohio. Jennifer has significant experience
with public infrastructure funding, and has provided expert
witness testimony in conjunction with her work.
Jennifer is currently registered as a Professional Engineer in
the State of Ohio and is a member of the American Public
Works Association, American Water Works Association, Ohio
Water Environment Association, and Water Environmental
Foundation. She received her bachelor’s degree in Civil
Engineering from Ohio Northern University, and currently
serves as a member of the Ohio Northern University Board of
Trustees.
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HDR has been part of the East Coast business landscape
since it opened its Alexandria, Virginia office in 1969.
Now, over 2,000 HDR professionals provide a full range of
architecture and engineering services from offices in Ohio,
Pennsylvania, New York, West Virginia, Virginia, New Jersey,
Maryland, Florida, Georgia, Maine, Massachusetts, and
North and South Carolina.
HDR is an employee-owned architectural, engineering and
consulting firm with more than 7,800 professionals in more
than 185 locations worldwide. All of them are committed to
helping clients manage complex projects and make sound
decisions. Learn more at hdrinc.com.


The Gorman-Rupp Company
Receives ISO 14001 Certification
Mansfield, OH - The Gorman-Rupp Company, a
manufacturer of pumps and pumping related equipment,
is pleased to announce its Mansfield Division; Mansfield,
Ohio has achieved certification to ISO 14001:2004: for
its Environmental Management System. Certification to
the internationally recognized standard demonstrates the
company’s commitment to minimizing the impact of the
company’s activities on the environment through use of best
management practices, technological advances, promoting
environmental awareness and continual improvement. The
Gorman-Rupp Company is committed to environmental
sustainability by preserving natural resources and reducing
pollution for present and future generations.
The Gorman-Rupp Company is a leading manufacturer
of pumps and pumping systems for the municipal, water,
wastewater, sewage, industrial, construction, and original
equipment manufacturing markets. Established in 1933,
Gorman-Rupp provides a quality, competitively priced
product backed by superior customer service. The GormanRupp company is a pioneer in its field, boasting a history of
innovation, continuous improvement and excellence that sets
the industry standard.
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Announcements
Trojan Technologies Launches
Drinking Water System Validated for Full Virus Treatment
LONDON, ONTARIO – On June 1, 2011, Trojan
Technologies introduced the first-ever drinking water UV
systems validated to fully comply with United States federal
regulations for delivering 4-log inactivation of viruses,
including the highly resistant adenovirus. In addition, Trojan
now offers two new system sizes – the TrojanUVSwift™SC
D03 and D18. The new validations and product line
expansion will enable an even broader range of drinking
water treatment plants to benefit from validated TrojanUV
disinfection solutions.

• Reduced reliance on chemicals with environmentallyfriendly UV
• Disinfection with no temperature dependence or formation
of disinfection by-products
Designed to meet the needs of large and small communities,
the TrojanUVSwiftSC incorporates energy-efficient, lowpressure high-output UV lamps. The lamps and sleeves
are fully serviceable from one side – allowing the system
to be installed tight to walls, other equipment or piping.
The “L-shaped” reactor design is also 40% more efficient
than “U-shaped” systems. Our automatic wiping systems
minimize fouling of the quartz sleeves and allow the system
to operate while the lamps are disinfecting, reducing
downtime.

Four units from the expanded TrojanUVSwift™SC product
line, including the D03 and D18, now offer third-partywitnessed validation to meet all the recommendations of
the United States Environmental Protection Agency’s UV
Disinfection Guidance Manual and, for the first time, allows
water providers to implement a fully compliant single-unit
UV solution for the maximum required treatment of viruses.
The TrojanUVSwiftSC uses high-efficiency lamps and is
designed for compact installation and easy maintenance. It
has been providing cost-effective, multi-barrier protection to
municipalities around the world since 2002.
“Our TrojanUVSwiftSC offers cost-effective protection
to safeguard drinking water against virtually all
microorganisms, including Cryptosporidium, Giardia and
viruses, including adenovirus” says Adam Festger, Drinking
Water market manager, Trojan Technologies. “Multi-barrier
treatment using UV provides significantly greater community
safety and peace of mind for municipalities.”
The TrojanUVSwiftSC offers:
• Validation to USEPA, DVGW, and ONORM protocols
• 4-log reduction of viruses, including adenovirus – virtually
instantaneously
• Reduced lamp count and power consumption through the
use of Trojan’s high-efficiency, high-output lamps
• Improved sleeve cleanliness with automatic sleeve cleaning
• Elimination of the need for larger chlorine contact tank or
increased chlorine concentrations to meet virus treatment
requirements
• Intuitive, at-a-glance system status reporting from the userfriendly digital controller

the color of water
Ohio Section
Annual Conference

Cincinnati
September 20-23
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RECEIVING INSTRUCTIONS
CHECK ONLY ONE BOX

I would like my book(s)
mailed to the address I have
listed below.
I will be picking my book(s)
up at the 2011 Ohio Section
AWWA Annual Conference
Registration Area. (There
will be no $7.00 shipping &
handling fee if picked up at
the Annual Conference.)

I wish to purchase _____ copies of the book “HISTORY OF OHIO’S WATER SYSTEMS”
at the publication price of $45.00 per book plus $7.00 shipping & handling per book.
NOTE: Books will be available for purchase at the conference for $45.00 per book.)
Printed Name
Email

Please make your check payable to
Ohio Section AWWA and mail to:

Address

Ohio Section AWWA
History of Ohio’s Water Systems
3972 Indianola Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43214

Phone
City							State
Zip Code				Phone
Order Total $
Charge to my credit card account:
Visa

MasterCard

Discover

Name on Card
Expiration Date		

Amex

Billing Zip Code (For security purposes)

Card Number
/			

Signature

Questions regarding payment or delivery should be directed to: RaShawn Truss
Email: oawwa@ohiowater.org • (614) 265-3180 phone • (937) 244-8149 mobile • (614) 268-3244 fax
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History Book Addendum
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AWWA Management Institute Scheduled For September,
Management Institute Planned For October
The five-day Basic AWWA Water Utility Management Institute will be presented in Salt Lake City, Utah, September 19-23,
2011. All sessions are held at the Comfort Suites Hotel (3 miles from the airport and downtown Salt Lake City!) for AWWA
members and water department personnel nationwide. This class brings together water company personnel from every
region of the county (and Canada as well) in an atmosphere of learning and sharing important leadership principles. This
affordable, top-notch training teaches practical, “real world” supervisory and management skills needed to be effective in
today’s workplace.
The schedule is as follows: Day 1 - Foundations Of Leadership; Day 2 - The Leader’s Role In Performance
Management; Day 3 – Managing Conflict; Day 4 – Employee Selection; Day 5 – The Leadership of Change. The
Institute registration fee is $499.00. An Advanced AWWA Water Utility Management Institute is scheduled at the
same location the week of October 17-21, 2011. That schedule is as follows: Day 1 – Assessment Of Leadership
Vision, Values and Strategy; Day 2 – Teambuilding; Day 3 – Decision Making; Day 4 – Transformational Leadership
and Vision Alignment; Day 5 – Critical Thinking Skills For Problem Resolution And Innovation. The Advanced
Institute registration fee is $499.00. Optional certification from Utah State University will be available for $50.00
extra to members needing to meet training requirements for professional affiliations. To obtain the Basic Institute
and/or Advanced Institute schedule and registration information, call Chuck Christensen at (801) 281-0107, or email
him at chuckets@gmail.com.

Workshop on Dealing with Cyanobacteria,
Algal Toxins and Taste & Odor Compounds
August 8-9, 2011
Stone Laboratory, Gibralter Island, Lake Erie
13 Contact Hours Offered to PWS Operators
This workshop includes lecture, laboratory, and field workshop to learn about cyanobacteria and toxins, and taste
and odor compounds they create; collecting and processing methods; addressing algal toxins and taste and odor
compounds in source water and water treatment plants; using remote sensing to track HABs; understanding recent
initiatives at the state and national level dealing with algal toxins.
For more information including a syllabus and list of instructors, see http://stonelab.osu.edu/courses/noncredit/

Algae Identification Workshop
August 1-2 and August 3-4, 2011
Stone Laboratory, Gibralter Island, Lake Erie
This workshop includes hands-on, lecture, laboratory and field workshop to learn collection, identification,
preservation, enumeration, and control techniques and basic ecology of algae.
For more information, see http://stonelab.osu.edu/courses/noncredit/
Direct any questions about either workshop to Linda Merchant- Masonbrink at
linda.merchant-masonbrink@epa.state.oh.us
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Advertiser’s Directory
AECOM.....................................................................36
American Analytical Laboratories, Inc........................61
American Ductile Iron Pipe........................................85
Aqua Ohio, Inc...........................................................36
Aqua Serve.................................................................61
Artesian of Pioneer.....................................................87
Baker and Associates, Inc...........................................83
Belmont Labs.............................................................59
Bennett & Williams....................................................16
Bergren Associates......................................................14
Biosolutions, LLC.......................................................38
BissNuss, Inc..............................................................16
Black and Veatch........................................................40
BNR Inc.....................................................................40
Brechtel Radial Collector Well....................................40
Brown and Caldwell...................................................38
Burgress & Niple........................................................17
CB & I Water Storage Tanks.......................................56
CDM..........................................................................58
CEI-Carbon Enterprises, Inc.......................................15
CH2M Hill.................................................................15
Chesley Associates, Inc...............................................41
Corrpro Waterworks..................................................86
CT Consultants..........................................................14
CTI Engineers, Inc.....................................................17
Dixon Engineering, Inc..............................................86
DLZ............................................................................36
EBAA Iron Sales, Inc...................................................39
EE&T, Inc..................................................................16
EMH&T.....................................................................37
EMMA Sales, LLC.......................................................37
Engineering Associates, Inc........................................39
Everett J. Prescott, Inc..................................................2
Floyd Brown Group....................................................39
Ford Meter Box Company, Inc....................................85
Gannett Fleming........................................................56
Gannett Fleming/Extech.............................................39
GFS Chemicals...........................................................61
Gorman Rupp Co.......................................................82
Ground Water Science................................................56
GRW Engineers..........................................................40
HDR...........................................................................85
H. R. Gray..................................................................84
Hammontree & Associates, Limited...........................83
Hatch Mott McDonald Consulting Engineers..............41
Hazen and Sawyer Environmental Engineers..............82
Henry P. Thompson Company....................................57
Henry Pratt Company................................................39
Hungerford & Terry...................................................38

Integrity Aquatic, LLC................................................58
J. Dwight Thompson Co.............................................83
Jacobs.........................................................................59
Jack Doheny Supplies.................................................41
John Wolfram & Associates........................................39
Jones and Henry Engineers, Ltd.................................57
Jones and Henry Laboratories, Inc..............................84
Kohli & Kaliher Associates.........................................36
Lake Erie Diving, Inc..................................................57
Lee Supply.................................................................57
Leggette, Brashers & Graham.....................................16
M.E. Simpson Company, Inc......................................83
Malcolm Pirnie - Arcadis............................................56
MASI Environmental Services.....................................56
Mid-Atlantic Storage Systems, Inc. ............................85
Moody and Associates, Inc.........................................16
ms consultants, inc.....................................................40
MWH.........................................................................58
Natgun Corporation...................................................84
Neptune Equipment Company...................................37
Norman Noe Company, Inc........................................41
O’Brien and Gere........................................................36
Ohio Drilling Company, Inc.......................................83
Operator Training Committee of Ohio........................82
Pelton Environmental Proucts, Inc.............................36
Pittsburg Tank and Tower...........................................84
Poggemeyer Design Group.........................................17
Preload, Inc................................................................40
Process Control Services.............................................17
RA Consultants, LLC..................................................83
Ranney Collector Wells...............................................58
Reynolds, Inc.............................................................56
Smith Environmental, Inc...........................................84
Stantec Environmental...............................................59
Star Pipe Products......................................................41
Stark State College......................................................37
Sullivan Environmental Technologies, Inc..................41
T.C.C.I. Laboratories, Inc...........................................14
Tank Industry Consultants.........................................14
Tetratech....................................................................61
Tonka Equipment Company.......................................59
Trojan UV...................................................................60
UIS Programmable Service.........................................57
Underground Utility Services, Inc...............................56
URS............................................................................15
W. E. Quicksall and Associates, Inc............................16
Warner Diesel Filtration.............................................36
Water Solutions Unlimited, Inc..................................61
XCG Consultants, Inc.................................................17

If you did not receive a notice for advertising or you want to be on our advertisers
manufacturers mailing list, please contact:
		
Lenny Rychlik, P.E.			
Larry Valentine, P.E.			
1784 Ritchie Road			
717 Shannon Avenue
Stow, Ohio 44224			
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44221
Phone: 330-688-7548			
Phone 330-328-2137
Len.Rychlik@gmail.com			lvalentine@neo.rr.com
		

2011 Advertising Rates:
Full Page Ad............................. $1,500
Half Page Horizontal Ad.............. $800
Half Page Vertical Ad................... $800
Quarter Page Ad.......................... $500
Professional Card Size Ad............ $250
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Ohio Section Advertisers
help bring you this copy
of AWWA’s newsletter.
When you are in need of supplies or services,
please contact the companies who support
the Ohio Section Newsletter.
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AWWA Ohio Section
3972 Indianola Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43214

2011 National Conferences
Nov 13 - 16 - Phoenix, AZ - Water Quality
Technology Conference

2011 State Water Tests
November 3 - Water I/II/III, Water Distribution I/II
Deadline for application - August 5

Specialty Conferences
TBD - Canton Drinking Water Workshop
Nov 9 - Safe Drinking Water Act Seminar
(6 contact hours each)

Review Sessions
Northeast District - TBD
Northwest District - Oct 15
Southeast District - Oct 24
Southwest District - Oct 22

2011 Ohio Section Meeting
September 20 - 23, 2011, at the Hilton Netherland, Cinncinati, Ohio

Northwest District
Oct 13 - Bowling Green

Northeast District

TBD - Canton Workshop
Oct 20 - Painesville

Southwest District
Oct 14 - TBD

Southeast District
Oct 21 - TBD

The Ohio Section Newsletter is the newsletter of the Ohio
AWWA, published three times a year. Send comments,
news notes, glossy / digital photos, and articles to:

Deadline for material to be in the 2011 newsletters are:
Winter Issue - Oct 7 - Target mailing week of Dec 5

Larry Valentine, Water Consultant, 717 Shannon Avenue, Cuyahoga Falls,
OH 44221 • 330-328-2137 • lvalentine@neo.rr.com

Disclaimer: The ideas, opinions, concepts, procedures, etc. expressed in this publication are those of the individual authors and not necessarily
those of the Ohio Section AWWA, its officers, general membership, or the editor.
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